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ABSTRACT 

A societal consensus has developed around the principle that decisions about life 

sustaining treatment should be guided by patient preferences. This view is supported by 

the American Nurses' Association, which promotes the patient's right to self 

determination in end-of- life decisions and the nurse's involvement in facilitating 

decision-making for patients making such choices. This idea is further evidenced by the 

Patient Self-Determi nation Act of 1991, where hospitals are required to ascertain whether 

or not the patient has an advance directive and to counsel patients about their rights to 

formulate an advance directive. Little is known about how people make decisions 

concerning their life in the midst of current biotechnical advances that extend life. 

This study attempted to gain insight into moral reasoning and other contextual/ 

developmental factors that may account for elders' perspectives related to end-of-life 

care. Elders' perceptions about the end of life and the reasoning processes used to 

formulate preferences for treatment at the end of life were investigated. The advance 

directive decision, as one practice issue, was studied as an indicator of preferences for 

end-of-life treatment. Also, contextual factors (age, education, gender, self-reported 

health status, prior experience with an advance directive decision) and self-transcendence, 

regarded as an indicator of a developmental transition in older adults, were examined as 

correlates of moral reasoning about end-of-life choices as well as desires for end-of-life 

treatment. 
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Findings revealed that older adults (N=126) use an integrated and complex 

approach to reasoning in the context of end-of-life decisions. Self transcendence, an 

indicator of this unique characteristic of adult cognition, was significantly related to the 

level of integrated moral reasoning and may explain why reasoning about end-of-life 

treatment options takes on a more complex and integrated approach. In addition to 

elders' unique patterns of thinking, the context of their experiences impact preferences for 

end-of-life treatment. Level of education, prior experience with a life-threatening illness, 

and the decision to complete a living will are important indicators of the desired 

aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment. Thus, moral development in the context of end-

of-life decisions may be explained in part through an understanding of a contextual-

dialectic process. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Considerable discussion and controversy pertaining to the quality and value of life 

have occurred in recent years (Petrinovich, O'Neill, & Jorgensen, 1993). Although these 

discussions and controversies revolve around a number of issues, scholars have wondered 

about the quality and value of life, particularly as one ages. That is, "[they] grapple with 

the immediate experience of aging and mortality and seek to fmd in it philosophical or 

ethical significance"(Jecker, 1992, p. v). This exploration ultimately leads to the most 

troubling problem of all; how human beings are to live with their mortality and find the 

place and meaning of death in human life, if there is any place or meaning to be found 

(Callahan, 1993). 

This issue has been further complicated by the recent biotechnical advances in 

extending life and raises further questions about the quality of living and dying, 

depending on which treatment approach is taken (Sachs, 1994). These questions relate to 

the effect of life extending measures and how these effects are related to the quality of 

one's life or death. Because medical technology can extend life beyond all sense and 

value, numerous medical and ethical committees articulated that health care at the end of 

life should focus on the person, promoting death with dignity rather than promoting the 

extension of life beyond what makes sense (Callahan, 1993). Hence, the recent discourse 

on care of the dying has centered more on the "powerful value of personal control over 

one's life and death" (Callahan, 1993, p. 16) to protect people's right to specify their 
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desires for or against life sustaining treatment concerning how their life should end. 

Over the past two decades in the United States, a societal consensus has 

developed around the principle that decisions about life sustaining treatment should be 

guided by patient values, goals, and preferences (Orentlicher, 1992). This view is 

supported by the American Nurses' Association (1993), which promotes the patient's 

right to self determination in end-of- life decisions and the nurse's involvement in 

facilitating informed decision-maidng for patients making such choices. This idea is 

further evidenced by the Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA) of 1991, where hospitals 

are required to ascertain whether or not the patient has an advance directive (AD) and to 

counsel patients about their rights to formulate an AD, indicating their acceptance or 

refusal of medical or surgical treatment. Little is known about how people make end-of-

life decisions and what factors influence decisions concerning their own life in the midst 

of cunent biotechnical advances that extend life (Cicirelli, 1997; Dimond, 1992; Reed, 

Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). 

Purpose 

The overall purpose of this study was to explore elders' perceptions about the end 

of life and to examine the reasoning processes used to formulate preferences for treatment 

at the end of life. The advance directive (AD) decision, as one pragmatic/practice issue, 

in particular, was studied. Also, self-transcendence, regarded as an indicator of a 

developmental transition in older adults, was examined as a correlate of moral reasoning 

about end-of-life choices. Thus, this study focused on acquiring a clearer understanding 
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of the elderly's perceptions about the end of life and the moral and contextual bases for 

treatment choices at the end of life. 

In this study, the focus was on well elders themselves, as potential patients who 

will likely find themselves tangled in end-of-life treatment decisions, either for a 

significant other or for themselves. It was anticipated that there may be some pattern of 

moral reasoning in well elders that informs us about moral reasoning in those actively 

facing end-of-life decisions. These findings may help nurses to facilitate the difficult 

choices older adults will make in matters of health, particularly decisions about life and 

death. Thus, the research involvement of elders who were more actively addressing 

end-of-life issues was reserved until a sound model for elder moral reasoning could be 

determined. 

Background and Significance 

Advance Directive legislation has given the person a greater power of self-

determination by allowing the person to specify the kind of medical care they do and do 

not want at the end of their life. An advance directive sets out an individual's preferences 

about treatment should the person become incompetent or unable to communicate these 

preferences to health care personnel. An advance directive may direct physicians to 

withhold or withdraw life-sustaining procedures, or it may contain a request to receive all 

available treatment. The two forms of advance directives are the living will and a durable 

health care power of attorney. 

However, studies have shown that although elders support legislation related to 
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advance directives and want to discuss end-of-life-care, the actual use of advance 

directives is exceedingly low and educative efforts to the increase the use of advance 

directives have not been significantly successful (Emanuel & Emanuel, 1989; Emanuel, 

Barry, Stoeckle, Ettelson, & Emanuel, 1991; Gallup & Newport, 1991; Gordon & Dunn, 

1992; Hare & Nelson, 1991; High, 1988; High, 1993; Lo, McLeod & Saika, 1986; 

Luptak & Boult, 1994; Sachs, Stocking, & Miles, 1992; Singer, Choudhry, & Armstrong, 

1993; Worley & Henderson, 1995). 

Furthermore, for those patients who did implement an advance directive, studies 

have shown that these wishes have been overturned by physicians (Danis, Southerland, 

Garrett, Smith, Hielema, Pickard, Egner, & Patrick, 1991) or the physician was duly 

influenced by the family member's wishes rather than the patient's wishes (Caralis & 

Hammond, 1992 ). In some cases, the uncertainty of the illness made it difficult to know 

when to invoke the provisions of the advance directive or instructional directives were 

too vague or confusing to direct care (Teno, Licks, Lynn, Wenger, Connors, Phillips, 

O'Connor, Murphy, Fulkerson, Desbeins, & Knaus, 1997). Thus, the intensified focus on 

establishing the right to choose to be allowed to die and the moral duty to respect the 

autonomous choices people make about dying have fallen short as a means to gain control 

over living and dying. 

More attention needs to be given to understanding death and dying. As Callahan 

(1993) aptly states: 
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instead of discussing openly how to think about death and what we might 
appropriately choose in our dying- a painful and difficult subject- we too 
frequently and too easily transform the issue into the more distanced, comfortable 
language of rights and choices; not how or what we ought to choose, but that we 
have a right to choose. ...The only evil greater than one's personal death is 
increasingly taken to be the loss of control of that death (pp. 36, 37). 

Thus, Callahan (1987, 1992, 1993) argues for an exploration of a deeper meaning of end 

of life experiences, a deeper understanding of managing the passage between life and 

death, and creating a context for a peaceful death. 

Callahan's position (1987, 1992, 1993) raises interesting questions for those who 

have theorized that older adults faced with end-of-own-life decisions use a broadened life 

perspective which includes the "acceptance of death as a part of life" (Reed, Mezza, & 

Jacobs, 1996, p. 3). This particular pattern of expansion, identified by Reed (1991a) as 

self-transcendence, is symbolized "through developmentally-relevant expressions of later 

adulthood" such as "sharing wisdom with others, adjusting to the physical changes of 

aging, and acceptance of death as a part of life" (Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996, p. 3,4) 

and is "positively related to mental health as an indicator of overall well-being in persons 

confronted with end-of-own-life issues" (Reed, 1991a, p. 72). Thus, self-transcendence, is 

"a pattern associated with advanced development that can occur in the context of a 

particulai* life event", particularly those events that increase an awareness of the person's 

mortality, and is "developmentally appropriate in persons facing end-of-own-life 

decisions" (Reed, 1991a, pp. 71, 73). Furthermore, the adult who uses a life transcendent 

perspective, recognizing that life may end some day, may not seek to forestall death but 
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rather seeks to understand the meaning of the end of their life in its social and historical 

context. 

Shifting Paradigms 

Over the past two decades, the paradigms for ethical decisions in nursing have 

shifted. Traditionally, ethical decisions have emanated from a paternalistic paradigm 

which focuses on the values, beliefs, and actions of health care providers, particularly 

physicians. However, nursing has clarified a perspective of professional practice that 

emphasizes a reciprocal nurse-patient relationship in which the context of the values and 

beliefs of both the nurse and the patient guide the planning, implementation, and 

evaluation of care (ANA, 1995; Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). Thus, nursing has 

acknowledged that the ideal of paternalism is not an ethic for nursing. 

The paternalism paradigm reduces the patient's health to what is observed mainly 

through insentient organs and tissues, and it separates the human body from the patient as 

a whole. Paternalism endows the professional with flnal authority and silences the 

patient's voice. The alternative, a paradigm of consumerism, values patient autonomy, 

endows the patient with the final authority in moral decisions, and silences others' voices. 

This paradigm's claim to patient-centeredness is seductive and deceptive, for it separates 

patients from their integral environment and focuses on a good for the person as a 

self-contained entity (Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). 

Hence, a relational paradigm is emerging in response to the inadequacy of both 
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the paternalistic and consumerist views in the face of ethical dilemmas (Reed, Mezza, & 

Jacobs, 1996). Paternalism cannot extend into the individual and subjective experience 

of the patient and consumerism cannot extend into the world that is integral with the 

human being. A relational paradigm is patient-centered in a new way. By recognizing 

both the patient and the patient's significant environment, which may include family, 

friends, nurse, minister, God, it acknowledges the good that can be realized through the 

nurse-patient relationship and other relationships with the patient. The focus is on 

interacting human beings not on the human being as a self-contained individual (Gadow, 

1996; Hurley, Volicer, Rempusheski, & Fry, 1995; Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996; 

Sampson, 1988; Twomey, 1989). 

The relational paradigm has significant implications for the important choices 

made about end-of-life care. Studies on care at the end of life have shown that 

discussions substantially in advance of death were lacking (SUPPORT Principal 

Investigators, 1995) and the use of advance directives (ADs) have failed to influence care 

at the end-of-life (Teno, Lynn, Wenger, Phillips, Murphy, Connors, Desbiens, Fulkerson, 

Bellamy & Knaus, 1997). Fins (1997) attributes this failure to the possibility that ADs 

may not have been preserved by "supportive relationships that have the power to direct 

care" stressing that "important life choices are not made in a formulaic or episodic 

manner but within the context of families and trusting relationships with clinicians" 

(p. 520). This perspective is supported by Dimond (1992) who states: 
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'The living will cannot serve as a substitute for a human being's interpretative 
and assessment abilities, nor can it interact with families and the health care team. 
...Having a human agent to assess the current clinical situation with the patient's 
values and tolerances in mind ultimately benefits the patient" (pp. 893, 894). 

Thus, a more contextual-dialectical (Lemer, 1986; Reigel, 1973) model of moral 

reasoning about end-of-life care is emerging in which inherent conflicts in life are viewed 

as a normal part of developmental progression in adulthood. 

Using the popular moral dilemma vignettes limits information about how people 

make moral decisions in their every day life. Rybash, Roodin, and Hoyer (1983) who 

investigated moral thought in later adulthood posited that "the extant measures of moral 

reasoning do not present older adults with personally relevant and age appropriate 

problems" (p. 255). Results of their study confirmed that older adults identified 

categories of moral problems that differ from the problems presented in the most widely 

used measures of moral judgment. For instance, Kohlberg's hypothetical dilemmas 

(1984, 1984a) and Rest's Defining Issues Test (1979; 1986) present problems that 

juxtapose impartial principles of justice with societal and legal expectations whereas the 

adults in Rybash's et al. (1983) study were concerned with problems that juxtaposed 

family members leading socially responsible lives and the need to maintain 

interpersonally harmonious lives. One of Rybash's (1983) study respondents related a 

problem in which he was required to decide whether or not heroic measures should be 

taken to prolong the life of a critically ill wife. In the Defining Issues Test, Rest, et al. 

(1986) employ a seemingly identical dilemma (e.g., whether a doctor should inject a 
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critically ill woman with a drug that will cause her death and therefore alleviate her pain 

and suffering). 

The husband was certainly faced with a decision that had a fundamental impact on 
the life and death of his wife. However, no legal barrier prevented the husband 
from exercising any of the various options he possessed. ...Furthermore, it is clear 
that the husband v/as required to make a decision about the life or death of an 
individual to whom he had a long-lasting interpersonal relationship. ...However, 
in the Rest, et al. dilemma, it is implied that the administration of the drug is 
illegal. Therefore, a respondent must decide if the doctor (e.g., someone who has 
no strong and/or long-lasting interpersonal relationship with the dying woman) 
should obey the dictates of his conscience or the law of the land (Rybash et al., 
1983, pp. 258-259). 

At first glance, Rybash's et.al (1983) seemed to closely approximate the dilemmas found 

in Rest's (1986) standard measure of moral reasoning. Yet further examination reveals 

that the situations were quite different in terms of the type of moral dilemma. Thus, 

research using standard moral dilemmas may have mislead researchers about the nature of 

moral development, particularly in older adults. 

Given the relational context of end-of-life decisions, this study was an attempt to 

gain insight into moral reasoning and other developmental and contextual factors that 

may account for patient perspectives related to end-of-life care. This insight will broaden 

nurses' understanding of the choices patients may make about their care at the end of life. 

In addition, this study will also provide understanding of expressions of self-

transcendence postulated to be a correlate of moral reasoning about end-of-own-life 

decisions. Nurses can better facilitate the difficult choices that will inevitably confront 
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most people with more knowledge about moral thought and other perspectives at the end 

of life. 

Conceptual Framework 

A conceptual framework provides the structure for examining a research problem 

and serves as a guide to examine relationships between variables. The utilization of a 

nursing-oriented conceptual framework to systematically guide the measurement process 

increases the likelihood that concepts and variables universally salient to nursing and 

nursing practice will be identified and explicated. When nurses' measurements emanate 

solely from an empirical view rather than conceptual point of view, there is a higher 

probability that measurement may be limited and may overlook important dimensions of 

the variables under study (Waltz, Strickland, & Lenz, 1991). Theory-informed measures 

provide consistency, explanatory value, minimization of error, enhance sensitivity to 

intervention effects, and serve as a context in which to interpret unexplained fmdings. By 

thinking through issues from a conceptual point of view, nurses are able to enhance 

human health and well-being and optimize the delivery of care through the efficient use 

of resources (Waltz, Strickland, & Lenz, 1991). 

Concepts are terms or labels used to describe a phenomenon or group of 

phenomena. To operationalize a concept is to specify the empirical indicators that will be 

used to communicate its meaning and specify its measurement. It proceeds from the 

abstract to the concrete. The process involves developing a theoretical definition, 

specifying variables derived from the theoretical definition, identifying observable 
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indicators, and developing a means for measuring those indicators. 

The conceptual framework for this study derived from three theoretical 

perspectives: life span developmental theory, nursing theory and moral reasoning theory. 

The theoretical ideas within these perspectives were synthesized to formulate the nursing 

theoretical framework for the study. What follows is a presentation of the three 

theoretical views of the conceptual framework, concluding with a description of the 

theoretical framework. 

Life-Soan Development 

Questions of the ethical significance of old age are of utmost importance for the 

practical decisions that elders, their families, and their health care providers will make at 

the end-of-life. Yet, recent controversies about adult development and aging raise the 

question of whether there is such a thing as a 'natural' life course (Moody, 1992). It has 

been a matter of continuing controversy whether old age is a time of dwindling or 

development. Traditionally, accounts of human development have been built around two 

opposing theoretical perspectives about aging. The first anticipates that aging is a process 

of decline, frailty, weakness and disease. The second argues for aging as a process of 

continuing development with an increase in the reflectiveness of moral judgment 

(Hanson, 1995), the significance of contextual factors in development, and expansion of 

self-boundaries through introspection and reaching outward (Coward & Reed, 1996) in at 

least some middle-aged and older adults. 

New understandings of adult development grew out of the concern that the 



mechanistic and organismic paradigms of human development were not well suited to 

account for the entire array of developmental models used to represent human beings and 

their developmental processes in adulthood and aging. Mechanistic views portray 

development as a pattern of mechanical reactions to a changing environment in which 

development is adaptation and the accumulation of new abilities. The organismic 

paradigm emphasizes development as a goal-directed intraorganism phenomenon in 

which development is the unfolding of inner characteristics along a trajectory of 

invariant, biologically based stages. The context enveloping the person has little effect on 

the sequence of development. In both of these frameworks, progress is viewed in terms 

of physical growth, adulthood is viewed as the peak of development, and aging as a 

withering rather than development (Labouvie-Vief & Chandler, 1978; Reed, 1983). 

The life span view of development brought forth an innovative view that 

development is a life long process that can occur in the presence of the declines most 

often associated with aging. This idea of development accommodates the various innate 

and contextual variables involved in the developmental process over the life span and 

rejects the dichotomy between the individual and their circumstances, nature versus 

nurture (Reed, 1983). 

"Within the life span sciences, there has been a shift away from both the 
organismic paradigm, which emphasizes the individual, and the mechanistic 
paradigm which focuses on the mechanized reactions of the person to the 
environment. The new emerging paradigm - the contextual dialectic- addresses 
progression in terms of the interaction between organismic and environmental 
factors..." (Reed, 1983, p. 20). 
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Constant and reciprocal change between the person and the environment are inherent in 

development. The person shapes the context as much as the context shapes the person. 

The life span developmental view also rejects the notion that change is accretion or an 

ordered event progressing toward an ideal goal. Rather, change is probabilistic with no 

pre-determined sequence of events aimed at an ideal end-state. Because developmental 

changes occur as the result of reciprocal innate and contextual forces, the trajectory of 

development is less predictable (Lemer, 1986). 

Essential characteristics of life span development are organization and integration. 

Development is a pattern of transformational change resulting from interactions between 

the person and the environment (especially those interactions that create conflict) leading 

to increased specialization and organization (Reed, 1983). Development is an irreversible 

process by which the parts of a structure become more differentiated (a progression from 

more generalized to specialized) and more hierarchically integrated (less organized to 

more incorporated) in both form and function. Development is an increase in the 

person's informational capacity to interact with the environment that continues 

throughout life, including dying (Newman, 1986; Reed, 1983 ). 

Non-normative events as well as age-graded and history-graded events influence 

development (Lemer, 1986). For example, development is an active change in the 

patterns of interacting with the environment brought about by a critical life event, "a 

dialectic moment" (Reed, 1991a, p. 71). Development emerges through a process that is 

the product of the patterning of interaction between the organism and the environment 
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(the dialectical process). Through this dialectical process, the individual confronts new 

problems and solutions, such as that included in an advance directive decision. 

Nursing Theory and Human Development 

Nursing's perspective of human beings and development is congruent with the life 

span developmental view; that is that persons and their environment are in a "continuous 

reciprocal relationship such that it is inappropriate to think of and study them as distinct 

entities" (Sugarman, 1986, p. 8) and that development is the product of this contextual-

dialectical process. Nursing scholars have long recognized the importance of the 

reciprocal influence of both the person and the environment on development. For 

example, Donaldson and Crowley (1978) identified that "concern with the patterning of 

human behavior in interaction with the environment in critical life situations" (p. 206) has 

been an important focus for the development of nursing knowledge. Thus, from its 

perspective, nursing science studies the patterning and development of humans, 

recognizing that humans are in continuous interaction with their environments. 

Nursing conceptual models reflect the imponance of developmental phenomenon 

in adult health and well-being (Reed, 199 la). In particular, Rogers' (1970) conceptual 

system of unitary beings clarides a nursing perspective of human development that places 

an emphasis on the contextual influences of development for the "distinct purpose of 

gaining understanding of the life process of human beings and acquiring knowledge about 

phenomenon as they relate to human health and well-being" (Reed, 1991a, p.72). 

Roger's principles of homeodynamics speciHcally illuminate nursing's perspective of 
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human development by postulating the nature and direction of human development. The 

three principles that denote this dynamic, evolutionary process of unitary human beings 

are 1) the principle of integrality, 2) the principle of helicy, and 3) the principle of 

resonancy. In addition, the " assumptions in her [Rogers'] three principles of 

homeodynamics are paralleled by key principles of the life span developmental 

framework" (Reed, 1991a, p. 68). Points of convergence among homeodynamic and life

span developmental principles are presented as discussed by Reed (1991a). 

The principle of integralitv represents the developmental process in terms of a 

"continuous mutual human field and environmental field process" (Rogers, 1992, p. 31). 

Each human field pattern is unique and integral with its own unique environmental field 

and "manifestations of patteming emerge out of this human-environmental field mutual 

processes" (Rogers, 1990, p.8). Thus, pattern and mutuality are key postulates to this 

principle of development wherein the nature of change finds expression in an indivisible 

human-environmental process. 

Consonant with this perspective is the life span developmental view that change is 

a function of both human and contextual factors (Reed, 1991a). An informative metaphor 

is presented by Sugarman (1980) to depict the developmental life course. 

A river, [the person] whilst having a force and momentum of its own, is also 
shaped and modified by the terrain [the environment] over and through which it 
flows. In turn, the river [person] exerts its own influence on its surroundings 
[environment]. Indeed, it is somewhat artificial to separate the river [person] 
from its habitat [environment]; a more accurate picture is obtained when they are 
considered as a single unit (p. 6). 
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From this metaphor, then, the integrality of the person [the river] and their environment 

[the terrain] present a more complete picture of life-span development. 

Traditionally, models used by psychologists to characterize development have 

emphasized either "the person or the environment as the focus of the development 

dynamic" (Sugarman, 1980, p. 6). An alternative model, known as the "transactional 

view" (p.S), assumes a continuous reciprocal person-environment relationship. Thus, 

development requires a contextual analysis and is concemed with a changing individual 

in a changing world. Within this contextual analysis, the patterning of timing of live 

events significantly influences one's development. These events known as "normative 

age-graded", "normative history-graded", and "non-normative" influences are biological 

and environmental determinants that "act and interact to produce, when mediated through 

the individual, life span development" (Sugarman, 1980, p. 48). 

The principle of helicv depicts development as a "continuous, innovative, 

unpredictable, increasing diversity of human and environmental field patterns" (Rogers, 

1992, p. 31). The life span developmental view also subscribes to the notion of 

continuous, innovative and unpredictable change across the span of a life. Within the 

life-span view, there is no blueprint for ordered change across time leading toward a 

penultimate state. Thus, there is no "gold standard" by which to judge whether or not a 

human being is successful in their development. Therefore, "development phases in life 

are not linearly related in terms of being better or worse than another" 

(Reed, 1991a, p. 68). Instead, the innovative, unpredictable nature of change "gives rise 
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to developmental phases that are qualitatively different" (p. 68). 

The principle of helicy is congruent with the life-span development principle of 

plasticity. The assumption of plasticity is grounded in the notion that people are self-

initiating, self-organizing beings that influence and are influenced by changing contexts. 

Thus, the person has the ability to produce their own development in that they have the 

capability to "change the self and/or the context to meet the demands of human life" 

(Lemer, 1986, p. 206). According to Reed (1991a, p.69), "this variability is particularly 

evident in later phases of life, whereby older adults as individuals and as a group display 

increased diversity and unpredictability". 

The principle of resonancv portrays development a "continuous change from 

lower to higher frequency wave patterns in human and environmental fields" (Rogers, 

1990, p. 31). This principle parallels the concept of orthogenesis (Kaplan; 1983; Werner 

and Kaplan; 1956; Werner, 1948; 1957) which describes development as a process of 

patterned change. The orthogenetic principle postulates that change proceeds from a state 

of lack of differentiation to a state of differentiation, integration and hierarchical 

organization. For example, 

As complexity in life increases, higher levels of organization are needed to 
accommodate the increasing complexity in a way that supports continued 
development, lest decremental or chaotic change occur. Lower levels of 
organization are appropriate for lower levels of complexity in earlier phases of 
development. Organization or pattern exist at all levels of development and 
identiHes the structure (Reed, 1991a, p. 69). 
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Thus, the sequence from a global to a differentiated, integrated, higher form and function 

characterizes this developmental progression. 

Elder Cognition 

The life span development and nursing theory emphasis on potential lifelong 

development as the result of interactions between the person and their environment has 

implications for views of adult cognition. Older adults may think differently and 

approach problems with a greater awareness of context and use a more integrated and 

complex approach to resolving those problems than do younger adults (Reed, 1983). This 

view of cognition, referred to as "postformal thought", is congruent with the thinking of 

many who have criticized Piaget's stage of formal operations as the epitome of cognitive 

development and argued for a level of cognitive organization unique to adults. Arlin's 

(1975) problem flnding stage, Riegel's (1973) and Basseches' (1984) dialectic operations, 

Koplowitz's (1984) general system and unitary stages, and Pascual-Leone's (1984) five 

adult stages of development all represent theories of adult cognitive development that 

have disputed the primacy of logic in cognitive development as proposed in Piaget's 

"formal operations". These theorists address the limits of Piagetian formal operations by 

presenting differing notions of post-fonnal thinking. Common to their work is the 

rejection of Piaget's context-free strategies of cognitive development (Broughton, 1984) 

and agreement that postformal thinking patterns incorporate "personal knowledge, 

relativism balanced by commitment, and a sense of connectedness with others" (Reed, 

Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996, p. 3). 
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"Postformal thinking, in this view, represents a new freedom in thought. Thought 
is no longer constrained by adopting a style of problem solving that is 
characteristic of a particular stage. Rather, one selects the strategy and style 
appropriate to the problem and context(s), and to the problem's assigned priority" 
(Arlin, 1984, p. 261). 

Thus, contextual factors are integrated in post-formal thought. The adult who uses 

post-formal thinking does not seek absolute answer to questions in life (Reed, Mezza, & 

Jacobs, 1996) but rather seeks to understand the meaning of a situation in its social and 

historical context. In post-formal thought, there is an expanded sense of self as well as a 

connectedness to others and to purposes greater than the self. 

Self-Transcendence 

The postformal pattern of thinking is represented in the phenomenon of self-

transcendence. Self-transcendence is defined "as expansion of self-boundaries 

multidimensionally; inwardly (e.g., through introspective experiences), outwardly (e.g., 

by reaching out to others), and temporally (e.g., whereby past and future are integrated 

into the present)" (Reed, 1991a, p. 71). Self-transcendence has been conceptualized as a 

correlate of meaning in life and an indicator of well-being in adults confronted with end-

of-life issues (Klaas, 1996; Reed, 1991b; Coward & Reed, 1996). 

For the purposes of this study, then, self-transcendence was conceptualized as an 

indicator of post-formal thinking in which there is an expansion of self and a reaching out 

to othen and aims greater than the self. Thus, the theoretical definition of self-

transcendence for this study was delineated by Reed (1991a) as the expansion of personal 

boundaries inwardly (as through increased soul-searching and self enlightenment); 
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outwardly, (in terms of entrusting oneself in relationships with others and the surrounding 

environment); and temporally, (by integrating insights of one's past and future in a way 

that strengthens the present life). 

A self-transcendent life perspective has been identified as a correlate of well-

being in adults confronted with the end of one's life (Reed, 1991b; Coward & Reed, 

1996). Thus, self-transcendence maybe related to the individual's approach to moral 

reasoning in the context of end-of-life decisions (Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). In a 

study examining the theorized relationship between postformal thinking and moral 

reasoning about end-of-life decisions, Reed, Mezza, and Jacobs (1996) found that self-

transcendence was related to a more integrated approach of moral reasoning and a desire 

for less aggressive end-of-life treatment. Thus, post-formal thinking may be one 

underlying reason that moral thinking may take on a more complex and integrated form in 

later adulthood, particularly in the context of end-of-life choices for care. 

In sum, the views presented here of adult cognition and self-transcendence have 

implications for a new way of conceptualizing moral development of older adults. 

Traditionally, the study of moral development has emphasized the organismic model of 

development and has excluded the unique cognitive characteristics of elders identified by 

neo-Piagetian researchers to extend Piaget's schema of formal operations. It is proposed 

here that older adults, who use post-formal thinking, as operationalized in terms of self-

transcendence, tend to use a more integrated approach to moral reasoning. It is also 
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expected that the use of postformal thinking may influence the type of end-of-life 

treatment chosen. 

Moral Reasoning 

In order to identify a theoretical model of moral development in elders and the 

correlates of moral reasoning, Kohlberg's (1969, 1984, 1984a) and Gilligan's (1982) 

models of moral development were reviewed and critiqued from an adult developmental 

perspective. These theorists propose differing approaches to moral reasoning which were 

examined in this study. 

Kohlberg: Justice Orientation 

Kohlberg's (1969) theory of moral development is grounded in an organismic 

paradigm of development with the principle of impartial justice as the ideal stance for 

moral judgment. Kohlberg originally identified six stages of moral reasoning based on 

Piaget's (1932) study of moral development in children. The stages are organized into 

three categories, which represent differing social perspectives used in making moral 

decisions: the preconventional (concrete individual perspective), conventional (member 

of society perspective), and postconventional (prior to society perspective). These stages 

identify levels of maturity in attaining a moral perspective based on the principles of 

justice. 

The preconventional cateeorv is characterized by determination of fairness based 

on individual need. This determination moves from the first stage of an undifferentiated 

egocentric perspective to the second stage of concrete reciprocity, the fairness of simple 
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exchange of favor for favor. The conventional category focuses on fairness anchored in 

loyalty and conformity to existing social order. Included are stages three and four that 

move from the context of shared role expectations in personalized relationships for 

maintaining harmony and approval to the context of less personalized social norms and 

roles. The postconventional category examines and defines faimess autonomously and 

apart from the group or cultural norms. Included are stages five and six. Stage five 

emphasizes the legal point of view, recognizing that laws can be changed if there are 

rational indications for such change. Stage six focuses on conscience dictating what is 

right with a reciprocity of human rights and a respect for human dignity. The general 

moral principles that underlie societal perspectives are critically examined in these two 

preceding stages. If moral grounds come into conflict with societal rules, the 

postconventional moral agent judges by principle rather than convention. 

Kohlberg (1984, 1984a), in distinguishing the distinctively moral point of view 

from social perspectives in general, describes four moral orientations that consist of 

decisional approaches found at each stage of moral development: faimess, rule-

following, egoistic/utilitarian, and perfectionistic/harmony seeking. Because Kohlberg's 

theory stresses justice as faimess, the primacy of faimess among these four orientations is 

emphasized. Kohlberg (1984,1984a) claims that the major universal elements of 

reciprocity and equality used in the faimess orientation are also used implicitly in the 

other three orientations. Moral agents may use one or any combination of these 

orientations in the decision-making process. 
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Four moral orientations of justice. The fairness orientation emphasizes the 

universal elements of liberty, equality, reciprocity and contract. Using these justice 

operations, conflicting claims are equilibrated and balanced. The equilibration of claims 

implies that all solutions are valid regardless of initial standpoints. The moral agent takes 

the position of all relevant parties until a solution is constructed that is fair and acceptable 

to all people in the situation. The normative order or rule-following orientation 

emphasizes duty and rightness defined by adherence to prescribed rules. Phrases such as 

"having a right" or "having a duty" are characteristic of this point of view. The basic 

consideration in decision-making is the element of rules. Terminal values such as 

maximizing utility or treating people equally are not made explicit. The egoistic or 

utilitarianism orientation focuses on the welfare or the happiness consequences of moral 

actions for oneself or others. Fair solutions are those that maximize good consequences 

and minimize bad consequences. Finally, the perfectionist or harmony-seeking 

orientation emphasizes good motives, the attainment of dignity and autonomy, and 

harmony with self and others. Associated with this orientation is the upholding of a 

moral order that respects personhood and supports the ideal of a moral community in 

which relationships are expression of that ideal. 

For Kohlberg (1969), a person's moral agency stems from a individualistic stance 

that relies on moral rules and principles to dictate moral action in a situation where 

intrapersonal or interpersonal conflicts generate a need for choice to satisfy the desire for 

stability. The environment initially shapes the person's morality and provides a basis for 
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future action that transitions from respect for societal norms to higher universal principles 

of justice. He subscribes to the acquisition of morality by the nnethod of the mental 

processing of information into cognitive schemes. The stages are characterized as being 

structured wholes in which thought organization appears as a consistent response in the 

particular stage of development. The stages occur in an invariant sequence of 

development that may be influenced in its rate of development without change in its 

sequence. Each stage is hierarchically integrated to incorporate the levels of lower stage 

reasoning into integrated structures that form a higher function. 

The philosophical claim of stage six reasoning (decisions are grounded in 

universal principles on which all moral agents should agree prior to a social contract) is 

poorly defmed empirically and has disappeared as an identifiable form of moral 

reasoning. All of the stage six data came from interviews with men with rigorous moral 

philosophic training and none of the Kolbergian subjects tested longitudinally attained 

this stage of development. Given the rarity of stage six reasoning, its contamination with 

philosophic preparation, and the absence of confirming longitudinal data, what was 

identified as stage six is now tentatively classified as an advanced substage of stage five 

reasoning (Kohlberg & Shulik, 1981). 

In addition, Kohlberg had proposed a hypothetical seventh stage based on his 

thinking that there are forms of development in adulthood after the attainment of the 

advanced substage five reasoning grounded in existential and reflective awareness 

(Kohlberg, Levine, & Hewer, 1983). This stage delineates an orientation of ethical 
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thinking involving a cosmic or religious perspective on life. Responses to moral concerns 

are grounded in "constructing an identity with being, with life, or with God" (Kohlberg, 

Levine & Hewer, 1984, p. 249). The seventh stage is not viewed by Kohlberg et al. 

(1984) strictly as a moral stage or a stage of justice reasoning beyond the original stage 

six. Rather, this stage is a metamoral stage and addresses the question why be moral? 

The move is from a concern for justice to a concern for meaning found in metaethical 

considerations of "participation in and identity with a cosmic order" (p. 250). 

Gilligan: Care Orientation 

Gilligan (1982) criticized Kohlberg's theory for its bias toward impartial justice as 

the highest level of moral reasoning. She argued that, because moral reasoning develops 

in interaction with the environment, males and females may differ in their reasoning 

processes. Women may typically place more value upon personalized relationships than 

do men. Thus, when women consistently scored at the Stage 3 level of moral reasoning, 

Gilligan hypothesized that this did not indicate immaturity in moral development but 

rather a difference in moral orientation. 

From her study of women, she describes the first stage as one in which the person 

demonstrates care for self in order to survive. As the woman develops in her moral 

maturity, she begins to view that attitude as selfish and moves to the next stage in which 

she holds a great sense of responsibility for others. The woman equates moral good with 

caring for others. Again, as the woman matures further, she recognizes that there is an 

illogical condition in caring for others while ignoring her own good. The highest stage in 
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Gilligan's understanding is the realization that one's self and others are interdependent. 

She must include her own needs while considering her care and concern for others. 

"The changes described in women's thinking about responsibility and 
relationships suggest that the capacity for responsibility and care evolves through 
a coherent sequence of feelings and thoughts. As the events of women's lives and 
of history intersect with their feelings and thought, a concern with individual 
survival comes to be branded as 'selfish' and to be counterposed to the 
'responsibility' of a life lived in relationships. And in turn, responsibility 
becomes, in its conventional interpretation, confused with a responsiveness to 
others that impedes a recognition of self. The truths of the relationship, however, 
retum in the rediscovery of connection, in the realization that self and other are 
interdependent and that life, however valuable in itself, can only be sustained by 
care in relationships" (p. 127). 

Thus, Gilligan's model emanates from an organismic perspective with some contextual 

elements influencing the trajectory of development. As the person progresses through the 

stages of moral development, there is an interaction between the one's self and others 

with an emphasis on self that shifts to an emphasis on others and finally becomes 

integrated when both self and other have equal primacy. 

Women construct moral problems in terms of the obligations of care rather than 

those of rights and rules. Thus, the development of their moral thinking is tied to the 

understanding of responsibilities and relationships just as the moral orientation of justice 

as fairness ties moral thinking to the logic of equality and reciprocity. Lyon (1983), in 

support of Gilligan's claims, describes two distinct modes of describing the self in 

relation to others (a separate/objective self and a connected selO which leads to two 

distinct orientations used by individuals in making moral decisions, a justice orientation 

and a care orientation. 
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Comparison of Justice and Care Orientations 

The justice orientation reflected in Kohlberg's work is grounded in the concepts 

of reciprocity and equality. The moral agent in this instance is an autonomous self-

contained individual who rationally determines the congruence of his choices with 

established principles. Only those instances that are consistent with these principles 

would be considered appropriate choices. There is no apparent connectedness between 

the moral agent and others apart from assuring that people are treated fairly and have an 

opportunity to flourish in their society. The moral agent takes an object stance, a point 

outside of a potentially corrupt and unjust society, that will allow her to judge it and 

develop a sense of justice that is impartial. Concern for others is demonstrated in 

securing just solutions that are purged of bias and prejudice. Therefore, Lyons (1983) 

hypothesized that a person with a separate/objective self-identity is more likely to use a 

justice approach to moral thinking. 

The care orientation, in contrast, is grounded in a way of perceiving and being 

with othen that maximizes the good. Considerations for acknowledgment of the moral 

problem and its resolution focus on how a particular situation affects one's self and 

others. The moral agent questions notions that strip people of their connection to others. 

The goal is to promote the well-being of another in a way that maintains or restores 

relationships, avoids conflict or alleviates suffering in a manner that acknowledges care 

for one's self and others. Evaluation of the resolution of the problems is grounded in 

"what happened, how it worked out, and whether relationships were maintained or 
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restored" (Lyons, 1983, p. 144). The moral agent is viewed from this perspective as a 

rational person whose teleological assessment is grounded partly in discoverable facts and 

partly in human social experiences. The connectedness of the rational individual is 

expressed in choosing those calculated consequences that will produce the most 

happiness for the most people in the context of personalized relationships. Therefore, a 

person who is identified as a connected individual is more likely to use considerations of 

care when faced with a moral dilemma (Lyons, 1983). 

For Gilligan (1982), both internal and external factors influence development in 

contrast to Kohlberg who emphasizes intemal factors. The person's sense of self stems 

from relationships with others and does not exist apart from others according to Gilligan. 

Social responsibility is embedded in the connectedness with others. Morality arises from 

conflict between personal desires and the desires of others. Moral decisions are works on 

behalf of others that become works on behalf of the self rooted in the reliance on 

benevolent outcomes. Although Gilligan does not prescribe a structural stage 

representation of moral development, there appears to be a hierarchical integration of 

stages into a higher function. This structure is similar to that of Kohlberg. 

Contextual Influences on Moral Orientation 

Research has explored various contextual factors in an attempt to understand and 

explain the influences upon a person's moral reasoning orientation. What follows is a 

presentation of research studies that have specifically focused on the unique 

characteristics of older adults. 
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Demographics 

Age (Chap, 1986; Pratt, Diessner, Hunsberger, Pancer, & Savoy ; Pratt, Diessner, 

Pratt, Hunsberger, & Pancer, 1996; 1991; Pratt, Golding, Hunter, & Norris, 1988; Pratt, et 

al., 1987; Pratt, Pancer, Hunsberger, & Manchester, 1990), education (Pratt, et al. 1991; 

Pratt, et al., 1990; Pratt, et al., 1996), health status (Pratt, et al., 1996; Pratt, et al., 1991; 

Pratt, et al., 1990) and gender (Pratt, et al., 1987; Pratt, Golding, Hunter, & Norris, 

1988; Pratt, Golding, Hunter, & Sampson, 1988; Pratt, et al., 1991; Pratt, et al., 1990; 

Wark & Krebs, 1996) have been found to impact moral development in older adults. 

Studies examining age variation in moral development across the life span have 

found little difference on average in moral reasoning abilities from midlife to at least age 

75 in highly educated adults (Chap, 1986; Pratt, et al., 1987; Pratt, et al., 1991; Pratt, et 

al., 1996; White, 1988). Gradual declines in moral reasoning scores after the age of forty 

have been reported in less educated adults and in the 75 to 92 year old age group, 

regardless of education (Pratt, Golding, Hunter, and Norris, 1988). Thus, education may 

serve as a buffer to age declines in moral reasoning, at least until age 75. In addition, 

factors such as better self-reported health status forestalled the decline in reasoning skills 

seen in some older adults (Pratt, et al., 1990; Pratt, et al., 1991; Pratt, et al., 1996). 

The effects of gender differences in studies on moral development have been 

inconsistent. According to Wark & Krebs (1996), 
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"in the relatively few studies that have examined gender or gender role differences 
in stage of moral judgment or moral orientation on real life moral dilemmas, it is 
unclear whether gender differences that were observed stemmed from internal 
differences between females and males or from the tendency for females and 
males to report, and therefore to make judgments about, different kinds of moral 
dilemma" (p. 221). 

In studies examining gender differences in moral judgment using Kohlberg's dilemmas, 

gender role differences in moral maturity were not supported in that women did not score 

lower than men on Kohlberg's test (Pratt, et al., 1987; Walker, 1984; Walker, 1989; Wark 

& Krebs, 1996). 

Dilemma Type and Moral Orientation 

Although studies suggest that there is little evidence that women typically score 

lower than men on Kohlberg's hierarchy, sex differences in moral orientations exist that 

may be attributable to dilemma type. The type of dilemma may affect the use of justice 

and care orientations. Pratt, Golding, Hunter and Sampson (1988) found that non

relational dilemmas are described by men more frequently than women. Yet, all 

participants (regardless of sex) who recalled non-relational dilemmas were scored as 

justice reasoners while those who recalled relational dilemmas often evoked the care 

orientation of reasoning. Therefore, Gilligan's (1982) research method, which depends 

on eliciting real life dilemmas may provide a biased picture of a person's repertoire of 

moral reasoning. These findings are corroborated by Walker's (1989) two year 

longitudinal study of 233 subjects of both sexes ranging in age from 5 to 63 years 

designed to investigate both Kohlberg's and Gilligan's models of moral orientation and 
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development. Although, in the context of real life dilemmas, women did show higher 

care scores than men, further analysis of real-life dilemmas revealed that regardless of the 

individual's sex, personal-relationship dilemmas elicited higher levels of care reasoning 

than did impersonal relationship dilemmas. 

Pratt, Pancer, Hunsberger, & Manchester (1990) also examined the gender 

variations in Gilligan's self-concept orientations of individuatedness and connectedness 

using the Lyons (1983) procedure. Although middle aged women scored higher on 

connectedness than middle aged men, older men and women did not differ significantly 

on their self concept orientation of connectedness using the Gilligan interview. Thus, the 

type of dilemma clearly relates to the moral orientation the person assumes, at least for 

older adults. Further, Gilligan (1982) found a difference in women's reported moral 

orientation between real and hypothetical moral dilemmas. 

In sum, the two moral orientations are likely used by both men and women but are 

differentially elicited by problem type. Gender differences in the individual and 

connected self concepts may be less pervasive than hypothesized by Gilligan or may not 

apply to all phases of the life span. 

Theoretical Framework: Integrated Moral Reasoning 

According to Cicirelli (1997) "no existing theories can explain adequately why an 

older adult confronted with a terminal illness or nonterminal chronic condition resulting 

in a low quality of life would choose a given end-of-life decision option" (p. 73). 

However, research is establishing that both autonomous and beneficence-based thinking 
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emerges as older adults are confronted with making end-of-life treatment choices 

(Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-Mansfield, Droge, and Billig, 1992; Doukas, Antonucci, & 

Gorenflo, 1992; Reed, Mezza, &. Jacobs, 1996; Rein, Harshman, Frick, Phillips, Lewis, & 

Nolan, 1996). Older adults are concerned with evaluating end-of-life-decisions within the 

context of maintaining their capacity for autonomy while at the same time maintaining 

harmonious family relationships by limiting family burden and conflict (Cicirelli, 1997; 

Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992; Doukas, et al., 1992; Rein, et al., 1996). Thus, end-of-life 

may represent a period in which moral conflict occurs within the context of problems in 

which harmonious family relations are threatened (such as end-of-life care) and in which 

older adults are more concerned with evaluating how they can best interact with family 

members in order to preserve both their autonomy and harmonious family life. 

Although these concerns may appear to emulate the traditional dichotomy of 

autonomy versus beneficence, these findings point to a need for a rethinking of individual 

autonomy within family relationships. Older adults may use a more integrated approach 

to moral reasoning in the context of end-of-life care, one that uniquely blends 

considerations of principled autonomy with caring relationships. 

Thus, the theoretical framework proposes that how one makes a moral decision, 

such as that involving an advance directive, may vary with contextual factors (e.g., age, 

heath status) and developmental factors (self-transcendence). Proposed relationships in 

the conceptual model are justified by the ways they have been examined and supported in 

reported studies (see Figure 1). It is proposed that developmental and contextual factors 
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Little is known about the extent to which this blended perspective of autonomy 

and beneficence is related to the type of end-of-life treatment older adults might choose or 

how contextual factors might influence these decisions. However, research is 

establishing that older adults who anticipate not being able to exercise their autonomy due 

to the inability to communicate or due to cognitive impairment are opting for less 

aggressive end-of-Iife treatment. This pattem of treatment choice is also seen for older 

adults who are concerned with becoming an emotional or flnancial burden on their family 

at the end of their life (Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992; Doukas, et al., 

1992; Rein, et al., 1996). Rein, et al., (1996) have speculated that the idea of maintaining 

control over treatment and avoiding family burden may be "a reflection of the high value 

placed on independence in our society" (p. 45). 

A lifespan developmental perspective of moral reasoning along with empirical 

findings cited previously, raises the question whether justice or care alone should be the 

sole principles for organizing the moral domain and whether organismic models of moral 

development, which may fit for younger adults, are appropriate for understanding the 

moral development of older adults. Reed, Mezza, and Jacobs (1996), in a study of elders 

examining the theoretical relationships among the domains of moral reasoning in the 

context of end of life decisions, concluded that alternative approaches to moral reasoning 

do indeed exist. These authors, using a prototype model developed by Rieck and Mezza 

(1995), found that moral domains, in addition to those indicative of principled justice, are 

used by adults in making moral decisions. Thus, a blending of Kohlberg's and Gilligan's 
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perspectives is proposed here as a conceptual framework from which to view moral 

development from a life span developmental perspective. 

Kohlberg acknowledges that his theory is a "rational reconstruction of the 

ontogenesis of justice reasoning" (Kohlberg, et al., 1984, p. 224) and "does not fully 

reflect all that is recognized as being part of the moral domain" (p.227). In addition to the 

virtue of justice, there are other virtues recognized as part of the moral sphere, the virtues 

of charity, love, and brotherhood emphasized by Christian ethical teachings. Gilligan 

(1982) called these virtues the ethic of care. Although Kohlberg, et al. (1984) recognize 

considerations of care as moral in nature, they do not agree that this evidence indicates 

that there are two distinct and opposing moralities, one a morality of justice as fairness 

and the other a morality of care. The authors state: 

"From our point of view there are two senses of the word moral and two types of 
dilemmas, each corresponding to these differing meanings of the word. The first 
sense of the word moral corresponds to what formalistic moral philosophers have 
called the 'moral point of view'...The 'moral point of view' stresses attributes of 
impartiality, universalizability, and the effort and willingness to come to 
agreement or consensus with other human beings in general about what is right. It 
is this notion of a 'moral point of view' which is most clearly embodied in the 
Kohlberg stage model of justice reasoning. There is a second sense of the word 
moral, which is captured by Gilligan's (1982) focus on the elements of caring and 
responsibility, most vividly evident in relations of special obligation to family and 
friends. ...There are three ways in which the phenomena that Gilligan talks about 
are moral. The first is that they imply some concern for the welfare of another 
person. The second is that they involve a feeling of responsibility or obligation. 
The third is that they involve some effort to engage in communication or dialogue 
with other parties involved" (pp.229-230). 

In Kohlberg's et al. (1984) view, considerations of justice or considerations of care may 

be evoked in response to differing moral contexts. In addition, the ethic of justice need 
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not conflict with the ethic of care. "Special obligations of care presuppose, but go 

beyond, the general duties of justice, which are necessary but not sufficient for them" 

(p.229). "Care responses often supplement and deepen the sense of generalized 

obligations of justice" (p.23l). Therefore, Kohlberg's theory is distinguished from 

Gilligan's theory in that Kohlberg's is a philosophical ideal of justice reasoning in the 

context of equality and reciprocity and Gilligan's is a deep concern about how we ought 

to live in relation to another in the context of specialized relationships (Brown, 1991; 

Kohlberg, et al., 1984). 

Although Kohlberg and Gilligan each have their own stories of moral 

development organized around differing moral problems, what is striking about each of 

their approaches is that a mature moral reasoner has an equal concern for those who will 

be affected. Kohlberg's moral agent demonstrates this concern through the use of 

impartial principles of justice whereas Gilligan's moral agent demonstrates this concern 

by realizing that self and others have equal primacy when deciding what one ought to do. 

Each person in moral deliberations recognizes the conflict and desires cooperation from 

an equal position of strength, that their concerns are as valid as anyone else's concern. 

The mature moral reasoner in each case possesses the ego strength and interpersonal 

communication skills to express individual conscience or intentions in a world governed 

by obligations and responsibilities to a moral order. 

This notion is congruent with Hampton's (1993) dispute over the sharp 

distinction between friendship and justice that has resulted from Gilligan's (1982) work 
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and calls for a blending of the justice and care voices. She believes that any kind of 

effective relationship is only healthy and morally worthy if there is a sense of justice. She 

states: 

..being just in a distributive sense means distributing benefits and burdens in a 
relationship such that each person's worth is properly respected, then love and 
distributive justice so understood are not opposing responses because the former 
is only possible if the later prevails (p. 247). 

A merging of perspectives has been suggested by Hampton (1993) in which it is proposed 

that there can be no caring, in the true sense of the word, without justice. 

In conclusion, the relationships that are explicated in these competing moral 

theories appear antithetical yet they urge one to consider the possibility of the "emergent 

self as a structure of coherent separateness and meaningful connection" (Lykes, 1985, p. 

377), which use both considerations of care and justice in acting upon a changing 

environment. Moral development is viewed from this perspective as a cognitive, 

psychological, and spiritual unfolding process. Thus, morality is a heterogenous 

collection of irreconcilable goods (e.g. Justice, community, protection of the vulnerable, 

spiritual sanctity, and so forth), which various people activate and rationalize selectively 

and differently because, among other things, their beliefs about persons, society, and 

change (Shweder, 1991). This view is congruent with authors who have proposed that 

the most mature level of moral reasoning may reflect a more integrated perspective that 

combines the morality of justice with the morality of care (Puka, 1991). 

Tenets of life span developmental theory bring into question notions that 
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development proceeds through sequential structured stages leading to a penultimate state 

and proposes a trajectory in which the developmental path is socially and historically 

situated, therefore less certain. This view leaves open the possibility that older adults 

may use a more complex and context dependent approach to moral reasoning than 

described by either Kohlberg or Gilligan (Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). To determine 

whether the dominant model of moral reasoning used by older adults is in accord with the 

staged models of moral development described by Kohlberg and Gilligan or is more like 

an integrated model proposed in this study in which several domains are important in 

moral reasoning, a measurement model procedure developed by Rieck and Mezza (1995) 

will be used. 

The Rieck and Mezza (1995) procedure consisted of seven measurement models 

depicting the aspects of moral reasoning originally identified by Kohlberg. Each model 

specifies unique hypothesized relationships among these aspects of moral reasoning 

based on one of two theories of moral development. These theories include those put 

forth by Kohlberg and the integrated theory proposed in this study. For example, a 

measurement model depicting the theorized relationships among the aspects of moral 

reasoning proposed by Kohlberg shows a measurement schema in which there is a 

hierarchical progression through each aspect of moral development. A model based on 

an integrated approach depicts a measurement schema in which there are correlations 

among all aspects of moral reasoning. For details of each measurement model and its 

corresponding theory, see the Data Analysis section of Chapter 3 in this dissertation. 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions were proposed in this study. 

1. What is the dominant model of moral reasoning used by adults when making an 

advance directive decision? Is it Kohiberg's pre-conventional, conventional, post-

conventional or a combination of both? 

2. Is the level of moral reasoning related to demographic variables of age, gender, 

education, self-reported health status or prior experience with advance directive 

decisions? 

3. Is the level of moral reasoning related to the level of self-transcendence? 

4. What type of end-of-life treatment is desired most frequently by elders and what is 

the average desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment for the 

sample? 

a) Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision 

related to demographic variables of age, gender, education, self-reported health 

status, or prior experience with advance directive decisions? 

b) Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision 

related to the level of moral reasoning? 

c) Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision 

related to the level of self-transcendence? 

5. What set of developmental contextual variables best explain the desired 

aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment? 
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Summary 

In conclusion. Chapter I describes the problem and the significance of end of life 

decisions for the elderly and the nurse's role in facilitating these choices. The purpose of 

the research and a theoretical framework from which to view the phenomena was 

discussed. A conceptual model is proposed with research questions emanating from the 

model. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review is organized around the concepts and theoretical ideas 

presented in the conceptual model in Chapter 1. Studies examining models of moral 

development and the developmental and contextual factors related to moral development 

in older adults are examined. In addition, research examining end-of-life decision

making and the relationship of psychosocial and demographic variables to advance 

directive treatment choices are reported. 

Models of Moral Development 

Whether the dominant model of moral development in older adults is best 

represented by the traditional model of Kohlberg or more like an integrated model in 

which several domains are used is germane to the first research question proposed in this 

study. Thus, perhaps two of the most important issues in the study of adult moral 

development are whether ethical reasoning can be understood in terms of structural stages 

and whether such development continues in adulthood (Armon, 1984; Kohlberg & 

Armon, 1984). 

Kohlberg (1969) originally demonstrated the applicability of structural stage 

theory to the domain of deontic moral reasoning in which each stage of moral 

development is an organized structure of socio-moral thought in a hierarchically ordered 

sequence. Since the advent of Kohlberg's (1969) theory, there has been renewed interest 

in the nature of moral development (Gilligan, 1982) and considerable criticism of the 
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adequacy of the philosophical assumptions on which Kohlberg's (1969; 1984) views are 

based. Of particular concern, have been the characterizations of moral development from 

the unidimensional perspective of justice and the notion of impartial justice as the ideal 

stance for moral reasoning (Gilligan, 1982; Petrinovich, O'Neill, & Jorgensen, 1993). 

More importantly, there has been concern whether structures of the whoie define moral 

judgment in adulthood and aging and whether adult thinking extends the schema of 

impartial justice as the most mature level. For example, Reiss (1971) states that maturity 

in the moral experience is gained by locating rules or principles which are legitimately 

independent of experience. Therefore, one adopts a point of view outside of a potentially 

corrupt and unjust society, that will allow one to judge it and develop a sense of justice 

that is cleansed of bias and prejudice. 

Although Kohlberg (1969) described three distinct categories which represent 

differing social perspectives used in making moral decisions and described the stages 

within these categories as cognitive stmctures of the whole, he subsequently (Kohlberg, 

1984, 1984a) refined this position and argued that moral development in adulthood may 

be best described as an integrative process rather than a progressive process wherein there 

is cognitive or structural change. This view is congruent with Simpson (1976) who 

argues that "moral maturity... is not simply the attainment of a principled autonomy but 

rather in its most advanced form implies the achievement of an integrated Identity" (p. 

159). 

In contrast. Beck (1989) argues that there may not be development in morality, in 
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the sense of improvement, from one age level to the next, but simply change. He denies 

that adults are more moral than children or adolescents. The changes that are seen across 

the life span are not improvement in morality but rather "appropriate adaptation to a 

changing life situation" (p. 176). Children and adults may have similar moral insights 

that are applied in different forms to answer age appropriate moral questions. Adult 

decisions may appear more sophisticated because the moral questions raised in adulthood 

are generally more complex than those raised in childhood. Moral development, in this 

sense, is a change in one's life patterns when one's socio-politico-cultural situation 

broadens. Thus, moral development may not fit the organismic model of development 

proposed by both Kohlberg and Gilligan in which there is progression to an ideal end 

state, but rather may represent change in response to contextual factors. 

Krebs, Denton, Vermeulen, Carpendale, & Bush (1991) questioned the 

assumption that moral thinking is organized in structured wholes, such as Kohlberg's five 

stages, that represent the individual's most mature level of moral reasoning. They 

examined the structural homogeneity of moral judgments in 60 adults (30 men and 30 

women) ages 17 to 40 by examining the consistency between stage scores on classic 

Kohlberg dilemmas and stage scores on prosocial behavior (something people should do) 

and prohibited behavior (something people should not do) dilemmas. Their findings 

suggest that moral judgments are not organized in homogeneous structures of the whole. 

People tend to evoke different stages in response to different dilemmas. Most adults base 

most of their moral judgments on a combination of Kohlberg's three stage structures: 
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stages 2, 3, and 4. Moral judgment may be more plastic in that moral issues, dilemmas, 

and contexts differ in their pull or resistance to these stages. Therefore, "moral 

judgments result from an interaction among interpretive structures available to people, the 

interpretability of the information individuals process in terms of these structures, and 

individuals' motivation to interpret information in particular ways" (Krebs, et al., 1991, p. 

1021). Wark and Krebs (1996) report similar findings. 

Only a few researchers have investigated the relationships between models of 

moral development and post-formal thought in adult populations (Pratt, Diessner, 

Hunsberger, Pancer, & Savoy, 1991; Pratt, Diessner, Pratt, Hunsberger, & Pancer, 1996; 

Pratt, Golding, Hunter, & Norris, 1988; Pratt, Golding, & Kerig, 1987; Pratt, Pancer, 

Hunsberger, & Manchester, 1990). These studies have been built around two bodies of 

theorizing with respect to aging and moral development. The flnt anticipates a decline in 

the average stage level of moral development and the second argues for an increase in the 

reflectiveness of moral judgment in at least some middle-aged and older adults (Pratt, 

Golding, & Kerig, 1987). Therefore, the remainder of this section addresses research on 

postformal thinking and moral development and is organized into studies that address 

contextual factors and the unique developmental characteristics of older adults. 

Contextual Factors Related to Moral Development 

Research has explored various contextual factors in an attempt to understand and 
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explain the influences upon a person's level of moral reasoning (Chap, 1986; Pratt, 

Diessner, Hunsberger, Pancer, & Savoy, 1991; Pratt, Diessner, Pratt, Hunsberger, & 

Pancer, 1996; Pratt, Golding, Hunter, & Norris, 1988; Pratt, Golding, & Kerig, 1987; 

Pratt, Pancer, Hunsberger, & Manchester, 1990; Walker, 1984; Walker, 1989; Wark & 

Krebs, 1996). This section of the literature review focuses on the second research 

question proposed in this study exploring how age, education, health status and gender 

relate to the level of moral reasoning in older adults. 

Age. Education and Health Status 

Pratt, Golding & Kerig (1987) cite two possible reasons for a decline in moral 

reasoning in aging. The first might be deficiencies in the social perspective taking 

processes used by older adults and the second may be that eiders focus on familial issues 

and consequently show decreased performance on the legalistic justice dilemmas such as 

those presented in Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Interview and Rest's Defining Issues Test. 

In a study examining age related stages of moral development in three age groups 

representative of the adult life span, these authors found no support for regression in stage 

level among highly educated older adults. There were no differences in role taking 

processes or any indication that the type of dilemma discussed as personally relevant 

differed among older subjects and younger groups. In a similar study examining age 

variation in moral processes across the life span, Pratt, Golding, Hunter, and Norris 

(1988) found a gradual decline in principled reasoning scores (P scores) after the age of 

forty. However, P scores were remarkably higher for highly educated adults suggesting 
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that education may serve as a buffer to age declines in moral reasoning. In the 75 to 92 

year old age group, P scores were uniformly low, regardless of education. The authors 

posit that this fmding does not suggest a regression to lower stages. They state: 

"Older Participants seemed more likely to assimilate more dilemma information 
to their own general cognitive frameworks, consistent with an hypothesis of 
greater synthesis in judgments among the elderly" (p. 109) 

Thus, older adults do not show a regression in moral thinking but rather a pattern of 

moral thought distinctive from that of younger adults. 

Subsequent studies by Pratt and his colleagues (Pratt, Diessner, Hunsberger, 

Pancer, &. Savoy, 1991; Pratt, Pancer, Hunsberger, & Manchester, 1990) have shown 

declines in the integrative complexity of social reasoning processes of older adults 

compared to these abilities in younger adults. However, as found in moral reasoning 

abilities of older adults, differences in the integrative complexity of social reasoning are 

reduced or eliminated when factors such as education and health status are controlled. 

Prior to 1996, reported studies of age differences in moral development have been 

cross sectional in design. In 1996, Pratt, Diessner, Pratt, Hunsberger, and Pancer reported 

the results of a longitudinal study designed to further illuminate age differences in moral 

stage, integrative complexity of social reasoning, and perspective-taking levels in 27 

older adults and 23 middle-aged adults over a four year period. Findings from this study 

were consistent with previous cross-sectional studies conducted by Pratt and his 

colleagues. Moral reasoning did not change over time for older adults, however, older 

adults showed a modest decline in their complexity of reasoning skills and a significant 
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decline in perspective-taking. In addition, factors such as greater perceived social-

cognitive support, higher educational level, and better self-reported health status 

forestalled the decline in sociocognitive reasoning seen in some older adults. 

The approach to moral reasoning in adulthood is defined by Pratt, Golding, and 

Kerig (1987) as "a tendency to consider the meaning and implications of moral issues and 

principles more thoroughly and from a broader range of perspectives" (p. 362 ). These 

authors found strong evidence of increasing reflection with age regarding the meaning of 

moral issues among older adults. 

Keagan (1982) argues that ego development proceeds in stages of meaning-

making which parallel the sequence described by Kohlberg's moral reasoning and 

Gilligan's (1982) two moral orientations. To test this assertion, Pratt, Diessner, 

Hunsberger, Pancer, and Savoy (1991) examined adult's responses to personal life 

dilemmas based on four developmental theories: Kohlberg's (1969) moral judgment 

stages, Keagan's (1982) ego development, Gilligan's (1982) moral orientation schema, 

and Suefield and Tetlock's (1977) integrative complexity system. Analysis showed no 

differences across middle and later adulthood in reasoning once educational background 

factors were controlled. 

Gender 

A meta analysis of studies examining moral reasoning revealed that, in general, 

very few sex differences in moral reasoning have been found across the life span (Walker, 

1984). However, there is some evidence that sex differences in moral maturity are more 
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frequent in adulthood than in earlier phases of the life span. Although sex differences in 

adulthood were revealed in a minority of studies, the differences tended to be small. In 

addition, examination of those studies who found significant sex differences in adults 

concluded that "sex was often confounded with educational and/or occupational 

differences" (Walker, 1984, p. 683). In more recent examinations of the effects of gender 

on moral reasoning style and abilities, research continues to establish that the moral 

reasoning of males and females is more similar than different. Thus, gender roles in 

moral maturity are not supported in that there is no stage disparity in the moral reasoning 

of men and women (Pratt, et al., 1987; Walker, 1989; Warks & Krebs, 1996). 

Moral Reasoning and Self-Transcendence 

Only one study was found that specifically examined the relationship of self-

transcendence as indicator of post-formal thinking and mature moral judgment. Reed, 

Mezza, and Jacobs (1996) examined postformal thought correlates of moral reasoning 

about hypothetical end-of-life dilemmas in 99 community dwelling well elders. 

Significant relationships were found between self-transcendence and integrated moral 

reasoning, indicating that a higher level of self-transcendence is related to a more 

integrated moral reasoning. The relationship between self-transcendence and complexity 

of moral reasoning suggests, as others have theorized as well, that postformal thinking 

may be an underlying reason why moral reasoning takes on the complex and integrated 

form in later adulthood. 

This analysis of the theme of integration as paths to moral development from an 
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adult developmental perspective reinforces Simpson's (1983) emphasis on "holistic 

approaches to affect, cognition, and the mechanism of development..." (p. 198). 

Congruent with life span developmental principles, this perspective implies that there are 

"neither conventional nor adult stages of development" (Simpson, 1983, p. 198). Moral 

development is simply change in response to a changing life situation (Beck, 1989). 

Because development occurs in interaction with the environment, the development path is 

probabilistic rather than predictable. Older adults do not decline in their abilities to make 

moral judgments. The elderly demonstrate a synthesis of perspectives in moral 

deliberations in response to the sociohistorical context surrounding moral considerations. 

Rybash, Roodin, and Hoyer(1983) found that some adults discussed a freedom 

from moral problems. This flnding suggests that for some older adults, contemplation of 

issues may be more on an existential/transpersonal rather than moral/interpersonal level. 

This notion is further corroborated by Daniels (1984) who reviewed the conceptual and 

empirical literature and found evidence for a correlation between mature moral judgment 

and self-actualization. Taken together, these reports may lend some support for 

Kohlberg's proposed seventh stage of moral considerations in adulthood in which the 

mature moral reasoner is concerned with meaning found in metaethical considerations of 

"participation in and identity with a cosmic order" (p. 250) and the proposed relationship 

between self-transcendence and moral reasoning proposed in this study. 

End of Life Decisions 

Little is known about the means patients use to arrive at the decision to implement 
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advance directive treatment decisions (Rein, Harshman, Frick, Phillips, Lewis, & Nolan, 

1996) and the demographic and psychosocial variables impacting such a decision 

(Cicirelli, 1997). Few studies have examined individual moral preferences for end-of-life 

treatment and how those preferences develop. Of those studies found, the majority have 

used various decision scenarios to investigate whether individuals in the context of 

differing end-of-life decision scenarios would prefer to accept various life-extending 

treatments or to refuse or withdraw the treatments with the prospect of an earlier death 

(Cicirelli, 1997). However, it is unclear whether moral intuitions are biased by the 

language and procedures for eliciting moral preferences (Malloy, Wigton, Meeske, & 

Tape, 1992; Petrinovich, & O'Neill, 1996). 

Moral philosophers, concerned with the influence of the wording of scenarios and 

the order in which questions are asked, call such influences framing effects. Malloy, 

Wigton, Meeske, and Tape (1992) found that elders presented with decision scenarios 

about end-of-life treatment were influenced by the wording of the treatment option. 

Respondents opted for the treatment 30 % of the time when it was worded positively and 

only 12% of the time when it was worded negatively. Moreover, elders changed their 

minds when given a different version of the same scenario. Petrinovich and O'Neill 

(1996) studied two group of psychology students and found that framing effects produced 

by the wording and context of the dilemma can influence the decision individuals make 

about the dilemma, however, the effects found were not large nor were they always 

present. 
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Furthermore, it has been suggested that general moral approval of an option may 

be quite different than the desire to carry out the option in one's own life (Cicirelli, 1997) 

and that well elderly, responding to hypothetical moral dilemmas, may not respond in the 

same as they would if they were actually confronting end-of-life treatment decisions 

(Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). Gilligan (1982) found a differing orientation to moral 

conflicts in women's responses to real and hypothetical moral dilemmas. Thus, if the way 

in which a scenario is worded and the context in which it is presented can influence moral 

preferences, then one is dealing with "extra-moral, methodological considerations, and 

these considerations must be understood in order to arrive at principles that have merit as 

moral universals" (Petrinovich & O'Neill, 1996, p. 147). Nonetheless, a limited set of 

studies were found that focused on the thinking process used in the selection of particular 

end-of-life treatment options as well as the relationship of demographic and psychosocial 

vtiriables to the selection of those options (Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-Mansfield, Droge, & 

Billig, 1992; Doukas, Antonucci, & Gorenflo, 1992; Mutran, Danis, Bratton, Sudha, & 

Hanson, 1997; Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996; Rein, Harshman, Frick, Phillips, Lewis, & 

Nolan, 1996). These studies, as well as the current study, may provide a beginning 

empirical base for clarifying a model for measuring moral reasoning in elders, since none 

exists. 

Studies that have examined the decision-making process in relation to accepting 

or refusing life-extending treatments have identified thinking patterns about end-of-life 

care that focus on considerations of personal autonomy (Doukas, et al, 1992; Rein, et al.. 
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1996) and quality vs longevity of life (Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992; 

Doukas, et al., 1992) in the context of family relationships, in particular the 

circumstances of family burden (Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992; Doukas, 

et al., 1992; Rein, et al., 1996) family conflict (Rein, et al., 1996) and previous experience 

with illness or the illness of others (Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992; Rein et al., 1996). In a 

study examining the relationship between terminal care values and advance directive 

preferences in three generation intrafamily triads, Doukas, Antonucci, and Gorenflo 

(1992) identified the importance of being able to communicate and exercise autonomy as 

well as a concern for being a burden to the family and the family witnessing the patient's 

pain and suffering in making terminal care decisions. Analysis of the relationship of 

terminal care values and terminal care treatment directives indicated that grandparents 

and parents were most concerned about family pain and suffering and the desire not to 

use long term therapeutic interventions. Children expressed a dual concern of not 

wanting to burden their parents emotionally or financially if they were terminally ill and a 

dislike for long-term interventions. 

In other studies examining patient preferences for life-sustaining treatments, 

Cohen-Mansfield, Droge, and Billig (1992) found that respondent's reasons for treatment 

choices were influenced most by "their personal values (these included values such as the 

importance of life, quality of life and limiting burden on others), religion, and by 

experiences with the illness of others" (pp. 92,93). Rein, Harshman, Frick, Phillips, 

Lewis, and Nolan (1996), using a grounded theory methodological approach to explore 
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patient's decisions about advance directives, identifled four phases of the decision

making process; "evaluation of illness (including previous experience with illness or the 

illness of others), establishment of priorities, consideration of implications of the 

directives, and selection or rejection of directives" (p. 42). Three of the most common 

priorities taken into consideration by the participants when discussing end of life 

treatment directives were "maintaining control over treatment decisions, avoiding family 

burden, and avoiding family conflict" (p.44). Executing an advance directive was seen as 

assurance that maintaining control and avoiding family burden/conflict came to fruition. 

These findings are congruent with that of Doukas, et al. (1992) who found an overriding 

concern for having end-of-life treatment wishes respected in order to avoid family burden 

related to treatment directive choices. He also speculated that a preference for quality of 

life may be related to the signing of living wills and durable powers of attorney found, 

most remarkably, in the generation of grandparents. 

Further examination of the measure of quality of life values revealed that 

respondents in the Cohen-Mansfield, et al., (1992) and Doukas, et al., (1992) studies in 

general, preferred quality of life over its longevity whereas Cicirelli (1997) found that the 

majority of older people he studied favored a decision to strive to maintain life, regardless 

if they were to have a condition that resulted in a lower quality of life. However, both 

Cicirelli (1997) and Cohen-Mansfield et al. (1992) found that respondents with a high 

regard for quality of life and not burdening others preferred to end life while those who 
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expressed a preference to maintain life, valued life's longevity over its quality and were 

less concerned about burdening others. 

Potential Correlates of End-of-Life Decisions 

Situational factors characterizing the conditions under which an end-of-life 

treatment decision needs to take place have revealed the impact of cognitive functioning 

at the time the decision is actually made and the nature and permanence of the treatment 

on preferences for end-of-life care. Cohen-Mansfield, et al. (1992) found that the 

majority of respondents (66%) were more likely to want treatment if they expected being 

cognitively intact rather than if they anticipated being cognitively impaired. 

Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs (1996) examined moral judgment and the aggressiveness 

of end-of-life treatment decisions in a study of healthy community dwelling elders and 

found distinct differences in correlations between the desired aggressiveness of end-of-

life treatment and moral reasoning, depending upon the end-of-life context presented to 

the participant. The participants were given three different scenarios regarding conditions 

one may fmd themselves in at the end of life (unconscious, terminally ill, and demented) 

and a hierarchy of five differing treatment choices representing increasing levels of 

aggressiveness. In general, elders preferred less aggressive treatment. This flnding was 

significant for the dementia scenario in which people seemed ready to withdraw treatment 

for the demented patient, but less so with patients who were unconscious and in a coma 

or terminally ill. This finding is consistent with Cohen-Mansfield, et al. (1992) who 

found a cognitive-dependent treatment pattern. Thus, end-of-life treatment decision may 
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vary according to the elder's expectation about their level of cognitive functioning. 

The nature and length of the treatment was also found to play a significant role in 

treatment preferences. Patients were less likely to want treatment if they perceived the 

treatment as being permanent rather than temporary (Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992). 

Respondents were more likely to opt for less aggressive treatments (such as antibiotics, 

transfusions, and temporary tube feedings) over more aggressive treatments (such as 

permanent tube feeding, permanent mechanical ventilation, and resuscitation) (Cohen-

Mansfield, et al., 1992). Reed, et al. (1996) found that elders who used a more 

integrated level of moral reasoning desired less aggressive the treatment. 

Psychosocial variables have been found to relate to the acceptability of end-of-

life-treatment option choices. Subjective religiosity (Cicirelli, 1997, Cohen-Mansfield, et 

al., 1992), death anxiety and other indicators of well-being (Cicirelli, 1997; Mutran, et al., 

1997) have been found to impact treatment preferences. Cohen-Mansfield, et al. (1992) 

found those who desired treatment in at least 7S% of the situations presented were more 

religious than others and Cicirelli (1997) found those who favored maintaining life under 

any circumstances had a greater subjective religiosity and were less fearful of the dying 

process but had a greater fear of destruction of the body than those who preferred to end 

life. Mutran, et al. (1997) found that fear of death, and having unfinished business affect 

the desire to prolong life. Those fearful of death and those who feel they have unfinished 

business are more likely to wish to prolong their lives than those with less desire to 

prolong life. 
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Lack of psychosocial well-being has been theorized to result in a desire to end 

life. Lee and Ganzini (1992) found depression and lower life satisfaction to be related to 

refusing life-sustaining treatment. However, Cicirelli (1997) found that indicators of the 

lack of well-being (depression, loneliness, low self-esteem, and low life satisfaction) were 

unrelated to the desire to end life and Cohen-Mansfield, et al. (1992) found that 

individuals who tended to be more depressed were undecided about end-of-life care. In 

addition, both Cicirelli (1997) and Mutran, et al. (1997) found social support to be related 

to the desire to maintain life. However, this effect was found only in the middle level of 

closeness with others (Cicirelli, 1997) and among African Americans but not Whites 

(Mutran, et al., 1997). 

The relationship of demographic variables to end-of-life decisions has been 

inconsistent in respect to age, gender and marital status. However, ethnicity, education, 

and occupational status have been found to influence preferences for end-of-life care. The 

more educated are less likely to desire to prolong their life in comparison to the less 

educated who prefer to either maintain life (Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 

1992; Mutran, et al., 1997) or have not formed an opinion as to whether maintain or end 

life (Cohen-Mansfield, et al., 1992). Cicirelli (1997) found that older adults who 

preferred to maintain life even if they were to have a condition that resulted in a lower 

quality of life tended to be Black, to have less education and lower occupational status in 

comparison to those who favored ending their life who tended to be White, with higher 

education and occupational status. 
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Self-Transcendence and End of Life Decisions 

Research into self-transcendence for persons confronting their mortality due to 

advanced age or terminal illness is establishing self-transcendence as a developmentally 

relevant pattern at the end of life and a correlate of well-being (Coward, 1990, 1991, 

1995; Coward & Lewis, 1993; Coward & Reed, 1996; Reed, 1986a, 1986b, 1987, I99lb). 

Reed (i986a, 1986b) studied spirituality as an expression of self-transcendence in 

terminally ill adults. She found that the more significant spiritual perspectives were in 

one's life and the more the person engaged in spiritually related activities, the greater the 

individual's ability to integrate and gain positive insights about life and death, thus 

enhancing their subjective well-being. In a 1987 study of terminally ill adults. Reed 

found that death was not perceived by terminally ill persons as an event that brings 

negative experiences, but more as an event that "related people to new and positive 

dimensions, whether some form of 'life after death' or insights into one's present 

condition" (p. 475). In a subsequent study of the oldest of the old by Reed (1991b), 

patterns of self-transcendence were explored using a semi-structured interview to elicit 

the participant's own descriptions of self-transcendence. Of interest here is the question 

asking respondents to discuss their perspectives on physical changes that they were facing 

due to advanced age or illness. A perspective of body-transcendence emerged that 

symbolized the older adult's integration of physical changes and health problems into 

their lives. It was found that a more flexible and positive attitude toward physical 

changes and health problems was related to well-being. 
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Coward's studies (1990, 1991, 1995) demonstrated self-transcendent perspectives 

in populations other than the elderly (women with late stage breast cancer and women 

with AIDS) who confronted death due to life-threatening illnesses and its importance in 

promoting a sense of well-being. These studies lend further support for the role of self-

transcendence at the end of life and its function as a resource for well-being. 

Summary 

Analysts of the fmdings in the studies reported validate the impact of 

developmental and contextual factors on an older adult's approach to moral reasoning. 

Contextual factors such as age, gender, education, and self-reported health status may 

influence the level of moral development. Developmental factors such as self-

transcendence may also be related to the level of complexity of moral reasoning as 

indicated by the degree to which older adults integrate the various approaches to moral 

reasoning. 

Approaches to moral reasoning, as indicated by value preferences, have also been 

found to influence end-of-life treatment choices. In addition, measures of well-being and 

contextual factors such as ethnicity, subjective religiosity, age, and educational status 

have been found to impact attitudes toward death and life-sustaining treatment. 
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CHAPTERS 

METHODOLOGY 

A descriptive correlational design was used to answer the seven research 

questions posed in this study. An important aspect of research design is design 

sensitivity; the ability of the design to detect a real relationship or difference among 

characteristics of interest (Lipsey, 1990). The sensitivity of a design depends on the 

following six characteristics: I) effect size or the magnitude of the relationship or 

difference; 2) sample heterogeneity which takes into account the individual differences on 

the dependent variables; 3) the size of the sample taken from the population; 4) 

procedural variations; 5) measurement through instrumentation; and 6) data analysis 

which accounts for the power of the statistics to detect relationships and differences. 

Thus, Chapter 3 outlines sampling techniques, measurement of the variables of interest, 

data collection procedures, and statistical applications to the data. 

Method 

Whether the dominant model of moral reasoning in elders is in accord with the 

traditional model of Kohlberg or more like an integrated model in which several domains 

are used is important to this study. Thus, a primary research design goal was to determine 

the dominant moral reasoning model used by elders; whether is it preconventional, 

conventional, postconventional, as specified by Kohlberg, or some combination thereof. 

Once a measurement model was determined, a descriptive correlational design was used 

to measure the variables of interest as specified in the research questions. 
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Sampling Plan and Setting 

The sampling plan was to select healthy community dwelling elders, aged 60 and 

older, who were able to understand and speak English as well as read and understand the 

questionnaires. The requirement for health was an ability to live independently or semi-

independently in the community and attend to personal needs. This requirement 

automatically included those elders who had chronic illnesses but excluded those elders 

who suffered from profound cognitive and disabling physical impairments. The plan was 

to solicit participants from hospital volunteer programs, senior activity centers and other 

places where seniors might gather. 

Sample size was determined using a power analysis procedure (Cohen, 1988). A 

power analysis was done prior to conducting research to determine the sample size 

needed to detect a relationship or difference among the variables of interest if a 

relationship or difference does indeed exist. Power was used to control for the risk of a 

Type n error (an incorrect, no relationship or difference conclusion) and was based on the 

type of statistic, the level of significance, the estimated effect size of the difference or 

relationship, and the level of certainty that you will detect a relationship or difference. 

A small effect size was anticipated based on the analysis of studies examining the 

relationships among the variables of interest proposed in this study. Thus, the power 

analysis calculation for a two tailed correlation at the .05 level of signiHcance with a 

small effect size at 80% power revealed the desirability of a sample size of 200 in order to 

achieve power (Cohen, 1988). 
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The sample size required for the analytic procedures of parameter estimation in 

regression analysis was calculated using the rule of thumb, 10 subjects per variable plus 

50 subjects (Thomdike, 1978). Thus, a sample size of 120 was required for the equations 

specified. 

For the measurement models specified, it was determined that 65 parameters 

required estimation. Bentler (1995) recommends a minimum of 5 cases per the number 

of parameters estimated. In this instance, a minimum of 325 cases were required for 

adequate measurement model estimations. However, it was recognized that such a large 

sample size was beyond the scope of this study. 

Measurement 

Measurement is defmed as the process of assigning numbers according to some 

rule to objects with the purpose of representing the characteristics possessed by those 

objects. This definition of measurement includes both qualitative and quantitative 

measurement. Qualitative measurement assigns objects to categories that represent the 

kind of characteristic possessed. Quantitative measurement assigns objects to categories 

that represent the amount of the characteristic possessed (Waltz, Strickland, & Lenz, 

1991). 

The goal of quantitative measurement is to provide data on human behavior for 

inferring patterns of relationships among variables. Quantitative approaches structure the 

situation by identifying specific variables for measurement and by employing specific 

measurement devices to collect information on these variables. Rigor is valued in 
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quantitative measurement and is expressed as the reliability and validity of instruments. 

An instrument can be said to be reliable to the extent that it accurately reflects true 

scores and minimizes error. Therefore, the reliability coefficient is the proportion of true 

variability to the total obtained variability. For example, a reliability coefficient of .85 

means that 85 percent of the variability in obtained scores could be said to represent true 

individual differences and 15 percent of the variability is due to random or measurement 

error. Measurement of reliability is based on a correlation computed between two 

events. In the case of the instruments used for this study, reliability was assessed by 

determining the homogeneity or internal consistency of the items on the instmment. The 

internal consistency of each of the instruments was determined using the Cronbach's 

Alpha which is based on an item to total correlation and split-halves correlations. The 

item to total correlation measures the correlation of each of the items to the total scale. 

Split-half reliability is obtained by dividing the items on the scale into two halves. The 

scores on the two halves are then compared or correlated. 

Validity is concerned with determining if the instrument measure what it is meant 

to measure. There are several methods to examine the validity of instruments (Cook & 

Campbell, 1979). The construct validity of each of instruments used for this study was 

examined as reported in previous studies. 

The three instruments and a demographic/health-related questionnaire that were 

used to measure the study variables are listed and described below. 
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Instruments 

Moral reasoning was measured using the Moral Defining Issues Test (MDIT) 

developed by Reed, Mezza and Jacobs (1996). Self-transcendence was measured by the 

Self-Transcendence Scale (STS) developed by Reed (1991b). The advance directive 

decision was measured using a Desired End-of-Life Treatment Form (DEOLT) 

developed by Reed, Mezza &. Jacobs (1996). The Demographic/Health-Related 

Questionnaire consisted of characteristics of individuals found to impact end-of-life 

treatment preferences as gleaned from review of the literature and specified in the 

research questions (see Appendix A). 

The Moral Defining Issues Test 

Research has suggested that the standard measures of moral reasoning do not 

present older adults with moral problems that they deem important (Rybash, Roodin, and 

Hoyer, 1983). The extant measures of moral reasoning focus on the growth of an 

individual's conception of justice, that is, how they employ impartial principles of justice 

within the context of societal and legal expectations (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Kohlberg, 

1969; Rest, 1986). However, studies suggest that older adults are more concerned with 

using moral reasoning skills to solve problems that involve family members. The context 

of end-of-Iife decisions has emerged as a morally relevant issue for older adults. Thus, 

Rest's (1986) Defining Issues Test (DIT) was modified by Reed, Mezza, &. Jacobs (1996) 

to present the older adult with apropos moral dilemmas and was used to determine 

participants' moral perspectives on end-of-life care decisions. 
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The moral DIT (MDIT) consisted of 2 stories depicting end-of-life moral 

dilemmas: one featuring a young woman with a debilitating disease who requests that she 

be allowed to die by starvation; a second dealing with a wife faced with giving the 

physician permission to remove life-sustaining treatment from her unconscious husband. 

The participant was asked to read each story and choose a specific action. In addition, 

there are 14 items following each story that reflect the seven aspects of moral 

development identified by Kohlberg. The participant was asked to rate each item on a 

five point Likert scale, indicating its importance in choosing the specific action (see 

Appendix A). The scoring system was based on results of the measurement model 

procedure developed by Rieck and Mezza (1995). 

Lastly, the MDIT contained one open ended question that asks participants to 

write down any other concerns that they deem important when making an end-of-life 

treatment decision (see Appendix A). 

Rest's DIT has been found to be a reliable and valid measure of moral Judgment 

(Davison and Robbins, 1978 ). The reliabilities for P scores demonstrate a test-retest 

reliabilities in the high .70s or .80s and a Cronbach's Alpha index of internal consistency 

in the high .70s. Criterion group validity was used to demonstrate that subjects that 

should have different scores on a measure indeed do have different scores. Group 

differences were found to be highly statistically significant, accounting for nearly 50% of 

the variance in DIT scores. Longitudinal validity was used to examine change in the 

direction of the higher stages. Cohort-sequential and time sequential analyses showed 
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that there was individual ontogenetic change over a four year period with three testings. 

Convergent-divergent validity was used to demonstrate that variables that are 

theoretically more similar to moral judgments will have higher correlations than those 

variables that are theoretically dissimilar. The correlations with other tests of moral 

judgement average about .50 while the correlations with measures of cognitive 

development or intelligence average .36. The discriminant validity of the DFT was found 

to be supported in studies (Rest, 1979) in that it produced unique information that was not 

shared by other variables. 

The MDIT was pilot tested in phase one which examined the moral reasoning of 

99 community dwelling well elders (Reed, Mezza & Jacobs, 1996). The MDIT has an 

established internal consistency of .81 (Cronbach's Alpha) and construct validity in a 

non-clinical sample of older adults (Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). 

The Self-Transcendence Scale 

The STS is a unidimensional 15 item scale that measures the participant's sense of 

connectedness with self, others, and the broader environment (Reed, 1987). Participants 

were presented with 15 statements and were asked to indicate the extent to which each 

item describes them on a 4 point Likert scale ranging from not at all to very much. One 

overall score for the level of self-transcendence score was obtained by summing the 15 

items and ranges from 15 to 60 (see Appendix A). The STS has an adequate reliability 

(internal consistency and test-retest) and construct validity in both clinical and non

clinical samples of older adults with coefficients reported above .80 (Reed, 1989, 1991b). 
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The Desired End-of-Life Treatment Form 

The DEOLT form was developed by Reed, Mezza, &. Jacobs (1996) to measure 

the aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment desired by older adults. The participant was 

presented with three different end-of-life scenarios: one depicting an end-of-life condition 

in which the individual is in an unconscious state with little hope of recovery; a second 

end-of-life situation in which the individual has a terminal condition in which nothing can 

be done; and a third end-of-life circumstance where the individual is losing mental 

capabilities and is dependent on others for care. Each scenario was followed by a 

hierarchy of 5 differing treatment choices representing increasing levels of 

aggressiveness; antibiotics; nutrition and fluids; major surgery; mechanical breathing; and 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (see Appendix A). 

For each of the scenarios and its accompanying five treatment choices, the 

participant was asked to indicate whether or not they want, do not want or are undecided 

about the each of the treatments. A single score for each of the scenarios was obtained by 

summing the weighted values for the treatment options. Weighted scores range from 0 to 

30. A total score was obtained by summing the scores for each of the three scenarios and 

ranged from 0 to 90. The DEOLT form has a established reliability on the total scale of 

.89 and for each scenario, the coefficients were .84, .74 and .87, respectively (Reed, 

Mezza & Jacobs, 1996). 
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Procedures 

Protection of Human Subjects 

An application for the conduct of research was submitted to the University of 

Arizona Health Sciences Center Human Subjects Committee. Upon receipt of approval 

from the University, data were collected in three phases. 

Recruitment of Participants 

The sample was obtained from three sources of older adults: I) a large healthcare 

organization in southern Arizona that had a volunteer program in two hospital sites; 2) 

senior centers throughout northern Arizona identified from phone book and Internet 

sources; and 3) well elders living independently in the community, identified for the 

researcher by the researcher's personal contacts. A letter or phone call to the 

administrators of the selected senior groups was used to request permission to conduct the 

study. Upon receipt of permission by the senior center administrations to conduct the 

study, meetings were scheduled with the administrators to discuss the operational plans 

for the study. A list of sampling criteria was given to the administrators to assist them in 

identifying prospective participants who met the eligibility criteria. Each administrator 

posted an announcement of the research study and set a time and location for the 

researcher to meet with each group of elders to recruit participants and conduct the study. 

Well elders living independently in the community were identified for the researcher by 

the researcher's personal contacts. A packet containing a cover letter with consent 
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information and the instruments were mailed to each person identified who met the 

eligibility criteria. 

Data Collection 

The researcher met with each group of elders and presented the purpose of the 

study and requirements for participation. Elders who met the sampling criteria were 

asked by the researcher to participate in the current study. Those who agreed to 

participate in the study were given oral and written instructions and asked to sign a 

consent prior to participating in the research (see Appendix B). 

Participants were informed that the purpose of the study was to determine how 

older adults make decisions about end-of-life care and were given oral directions for the 

study (see Appendix B). Participation involved signing a consent form, and completion 

of the Demographic/Health-Related Questionnaire, the MDIT, the DEOLT form, and the 

STS (see Appendix A). Participants were informed that they would not be compensated 

for their participation and that they may withdraw from participation in the research study 

at any time without penalty or adverse affects. There were no foreseeable risks or 

discomforts, or feasible alternative procedures available for this study. Although there 

may not have been any direct benefits to the participants, the possible benefits of their 

participation in this research were to determine what is important to older adults when 

making end-of- life treatment decisions. The name and telephone number of the 

researcher was given to participants. Participants were informed that any questions 

concerning the research study or their participation in this research, before or after their 
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consent, would be answered by the researcher. Time was allowed at the conclusion of 

the interview to discuss questions raised by the questionnaires and to provide referral as 

needed. 

The names and identity of the participants were not revealed. In order to maintain 

confidentiality of the records, the researcher knew the participants only as an 

identification number and reported all results as group data. 

The questionnaires were intentionally arranged together in a packet in the 

following order: The Demographic/Health-Related Questionnaire, the MDIT, the 

DEOLT form, and the STS. It was anticipated that the questions on the STS might 

influence responses on the MDIT. Thus, to control for response bias, placing the MDIT 

first minimized the influence of the STS on responses to the MDIT. This ordering also 

minimized the effects of participant fatigue on the responses as it placed the most 

complex and cognitively demanding instrument first (the MDIT) and the least 

emotionally demanding instrument last (the STS). In addition, the Demographic/Health 

Related Questionnaire was intentionally placed first and used as a vehicle to establish 

rapport with the participants. Establishing rapport was considered to be extremely 

important considering the sensitivity of the subject matter for this study. The entire 

packet required no more than 45 minutes to complete. The volunteers completed the 

packet in small group settings (Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). 

The researcher explained the study protocol to the group and distributed the 

consent form and the packet of questionnaires to be completed on site. The researcher 
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remained until the questionnaires were completed and was available for questions, 

clarifications and review of the completeness of the packets. 

For those individuals who wished to complete the packet at home, arrangements 

were made for the researcher to meet with the individual after the packet was complete to 

answer questions and review completeness of the packet. For those individuals identified 

for the researcher by the researcher's personal contacts, packets containing written 

directions, the consent form, and the packets of instruments were mailed. Participants 

were asked to complete the consent form and the instruments, place them in the pre-

stamped envelop provided, and to return the packet. Upon receipt of the packet, the 

instruments were checked for completeness. A follow up phone call was made to 

participants who had missing responses for the purposes of obtaining complete data. 

Data Analysis 

Psychometric testing of the instruments was done prior to analyses of the research 

questions. Analyses for the research questions was conducted on the group as a whole. 

Research Question 1 

What is the dominant model of moral reasoning used by adults when making an 

advance directive decision? Is it pre-conventional, post-conventional or a combination of 

both? This research question was analyzed using an HQS statistical confirmatory factor 

analysis procedure to determine the measurement model that best explains the theoretical 

relationships among the aspects of moral reasoning in this sample. The goodness of fit 

indices, covariance among the independent variables, and the standardized solutions were 
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examined to make these theoretical judgments. Nested model comparisons were made 

and examined to determine the most parsimonious model with the most explanatory 

power for the interrelationships of the aspects of moral reasoning. 

Seven measurement models were tested to determine the model that best explains 

how to measure the participant's approach to moral reasoning. Each of the seven 

measurement model uses ail of the seven stages of moral reasoning identified by 

Kohlberg, including Kohlberg's hypothetical seventh stage of reasoning which involves 

"constructing an identity with being, with life, or with God" (Kohlberg, Levine & Hewer, 

1984, p. 249). 

The seven stages of moral development were used as latent variables in each of 

the measurement models and are represented by factor scores obtained from the test items 

that are said to measure each of the seven aspects of moral thinking. 

1) Egocentricity: Considerations that focus on individual need and direct 

advantage to the agent. 

2) Reciprocity: Considerations that focus on the fairness of concrete 

reciprocity; fairness of simple exchange of favor for favor. 

3) Relationships: Considerations that focus on shared role expectations in 

personalized relationships for maintaining harmony and approval 

4) Society and Laws: Considerations that focus on loyalty and conformity to 

an existing social order and legal system 

5) Questioning the Law: Considerations that focus on questioning societal 
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norms with an appeal to consensus and due process, safeguarding minimal 

rights. 

6) Above the Law: Considerations that focus on organizing society and social 

relationships in terms of intuitively appealing ideas 

7) Universal Principles: Considerations that focus on autonomous thinking, 

impartial to societal norms, and a m.etaethical perspective. 

The relationships of ail moral domains were specified in each model according to the 

theory of moral thinking underlying the model as follows: 

1) Model 1: The seven aspects of moral reasoning were freely correlated with 

one another. This model represents an integrated and complex approach to 

moral reasoning, since all domains are used. 

2) Model 2: The seven aspects of moral reasoning were hypothesized as a 

staged model, where one stage must be accomplished before the individual 

can progress to the next stage. This model represents Kohlberg's schema 

of moral development. 

3) Models 3, 4, 5: Three models of morality were proposed using higher 

order factors. The higher order factor of morality is an overall score that 

represents the covariance among the seven aspects of moral reasoning. 

Each model was tested using weighted formulas for each of the seven 

aspect of moral reasoning based on a priori theory to determine an overall 

moral thinking score. The first of these models (Model 3) allows the 



seven domains of moral reasoning to freely vary. This model represents 

an integrated approach to moral reasoning where all domains are given 

consideration when making moral judgments. The second of these models 

(Model 4) weights each of the seven domains equally and also represents 

an integrated approach. However, in this model each domain is given 

equal weight in the measurement of the overall approach to moral 

reasoning. Finally, in the third of these models (Model 5), the domains 

were weighted 1-7. The weighting scheme of 1-7 represents Kohlberg's 

hierarchical model of moral maturity in which less mature domains of 

reasoning are given less weight and more mature domains of reasoning are 

given more weight when measuring the overall approach to moral 

reasoning. 

Models 6, 7: Two models were hypothesized to test two higher order 

factors. The first higher order factor was inspired by distinctions of 

preconventional reasoning and the second was inspired by distinctions of 

conventional and post conventional reasoning. Consequently the lambdas 

are weighted 1-2-3, 1-2-3-4 from each higher order factor to the domain 

factors. In one model the two higher order factors are orthogonal and in 

the second model the two higher factors are correlated. These models 
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represent Kohlberg's distinctions between pre-conventional, conventional 

and postconventional reasoning. 

A chi square test, comparing the observed and expected covariance matrices, was 

used to determine the best measurement model, with best being defined by congruence 

with theory and model fit indices. Thus, the scoring procedure for the MDIT was 

calculated according to measurement model identified as the most parsimonious with the 

most explanatory power. This MDIT score was then used in subsequent correlational 

analysis for moral reasoning and other variables of interest. 

Research Question 2. 3.4 

Correlational analyses were used to examine research questions 2, 3,4a, 4b, and 

4c. A correlation measures the relationship or association between variables. The 

correlation provided two pieces of information; the magnitude of the relationship and the 

direction of the relationship. The values are expressed as a value between +1.00 (perfect 

+ correlation) and -1.00 (perfect - correlation). When choosing the appropriate 

correlational statistical test, the number of variables (bivariate or multivariate), the level 

of measurement (nominal, ordinal or ratio/interval), and the type of variable (discrete, 

dichotomous, or continuous) is considered. In addition, the assumptions of the statistical 

test must be met. The following correlations were computed as described in Table 1. 
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Table I 
Correlational Procedures 

Research 
Question # 2 

#of 
Variables 

Type of 
Variable 

Level of 
Measurement 

Statistical 
Test 

age 
level of moral 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 

reasoning 

gender 
level of moral 

2 dichotomous 
continuous 

nominal 
interval/ratio 

Point Biserial 
Correlation 

reasoning 

education 
level of moral 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 

reasoning 

self-reported 
health status 
level of moral 

2 dichotomized 

continuous 

nominal 

interval/ratio 

Biserial 
Correlation 

reasoning 

experience with 
an AD 
mora! reasoning 

2 dichotomous 
continuous 

nominal 
interval/ratio 

Point Biserial 
Correlation 

Research 
Question # 3 

#of 
Variables 

Type of 
Variable 

Level of 
Measurement 

Statistical 
Test 

transcendence 
moral reasoning 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 

Research 
Question # 4a 

#of 
Variables 

Type of 
Variable 

Level of 
Measurement 

Statistical 
Test 

age 
type of end-of-
life treatment 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 

gender 
type of end-of-
Hfe treatment 

2 dichotomous 
continuous 

nominal 
interval/ratio 

Point Biserial 
Correlation 
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Table 1 - Continued 
Correlational Procedures 

Research 
Question # 4a 

#of 
Variables 

Type of 
Variable 

Level of 
Measurement 

Statistical 
Test 

education 
type of end-of-
life treatment 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 

self-reported 
health status 
type of end-of-
life treatment 

2 dichotomized 

continuous 

nominal 

interval/ration 

Biserial 
Correlation 

experience with 
an AD decision 
type of end-of-
life treatment 

2 dichotomous 

continuous 

nominal 

interval/ratio 

Point Biserial 
Correlation 

Research 
Question # 4b 

#of 
Variables 

Type of 
Variable 

Level of 
Measurement 

Statistical 
Test 

moral reasoning 
type of end-of-
life treatment 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 

Research 
Question # 4c 

#of 
Variables 

Type of 
Variable 

Level of 
Measurement 

Statistical 
Test 

transcendence 
type of end-of-
life treatment 

2 continuous 
continuous 

interval/ratio 
interval/ratio 

Pearson's r 
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Summary 

In conclusion. Chapter 3 describes the methodology for examining elders' 

perceptions about treatment at the end of life. The sampling plan, setting, measurement, 

procedures for data collection and data analysis plans for each of the research questions 

examined in this study were also outlined. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

Overview 

This chapter provides the statistical analysis to describe the relationships among 

the research variables. The sample is described using descriptive statistics. The variables 

are analyzed using various statistical procedures and the research questions are answered. 

Sample Description 

Study participants were recruited from three sources. The first consisted of a 

group of 99 well elders from two hospital sites of a large health organization in southern 

Arizona that had a volunteer program in each hospital. The second consisted of a 

convenience sample of 57 well elders from senior activity centers throughout northern 

Arizona. Finally, the third consisted of a group of 20 community dwelling well elders in 

northem Arizona identified for the researcher by the researcher's personal contacts. 

The total sample consisted of 126 community dwelling elders. Of the 99 hospital 

volunteers in southern Arizona who participated, only 49 cases without missing data were 

included in the final sample. The majority of missing data for this group was on the 

MDIT. The decision was made not to mean substitute for missing data on the MDIT, 

since a measurement model for moral reasoning has not yet been determined. Of the 77 

community dwelling seniors in northem Arizona who participated, 77 had complete data 

and were included in the final sample. This group of 77 included both those 57 elders 

recruited from senior center and those 20 seniors recruited through personal contacts. 
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Thus, a convenience sample of 49 elders comprised group I and a convenience sample of 

77 elders comprised group 2, for a total of 126 participants. 

The flnal sample size falls short by 74 cases for correlational analysis and 

approximately 200 cases for measurement model estimations. The consequences of low 

statistical power in this sample increases the probability of making a type II error. For 

measurement model estimation, the small sample may result in unreliable model 

evaluation of chi square probabilities and unreliable z tests for the significance of 

parameters. The sample size was adequate for regression analysis procedures. 

The response rate for group 1 was 100% since all of the elders approached to 

participate in the study completed the packet of questionnaires. Response rates for 

participation in the study at each of the 10 community sites for group 2 are listed in Table 

2. Of the 211 elders approached for participation in northern Arizona, 111 (53%) agreed 

to participate. Of the 111 who agreed to participate, 12(11%) withdrew and 22 (20%) 

did not return the packet of questionnaires, resulting in a convenience sample of 77. Of 

the 77 who completed the questionnaires, 43 (56%) were completed on site with the 

researcher present and 34 (44%) were completed at home, following introduction and 

explanation of the study by the researcher. 

Three reasons were given by those participants from group 2 who withdrew from 

the study. Five participants verbalized that the questionnaires were too complex and 

cognitively demanding. Four respondents withdrew based on the subject matter, stating 

that they didn't want to think about death and the end-of-life. Finally, two participants 
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Table 2. 
Response Rates for Group 2 

Site Asked Refused Agreed Withdrew On At No Total 
Site Home Return 

A 18 6 12 0 10 I I 11 

B 46 19 27 2 5 15 5 20 

C 70 61 9 0 7 i 1 8 

D 20 5 15 3 9 1 2 10 

E 15 4 11 4 2 3 2 5 

F 15 5 10 2 4 2 2 6 

G 10 0 10 0 0 1 9 1 

H 2 0 2 I 0 1 0 1 

I 10 0 10 0 6 4 0 10 

J 5 0 5 0 0 5 0 5 

Total 211 100 111 12 43 34 22 77 

withdrew because they were too young and did not meet the eligibility criteria. 

Comparisons of the two groups were conducted on demographic variables to 

determine if the two groups were the same or different on these particular characteristics. 

Student t-tests were used to compare the two groups on age and education. The four 

assumptions underlying the t test were examined to determine if the type of data and the 

characteristics of the distribution of each of the variables met the assumptions. The t test 

requires at least interval-level data, assumes that each subject will contribute only one 

score to the distribution of one specific group (the assumption of independence), that the 
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distribution of tiie variable is normal, and that the two groups are similar in their 

variances (the assumption of homogeneity of variance). Age and education were 

measured on a interval-ratio scale and the two groups were independent samples. The 

normality of the frequency distributions was examined using histograms as suggested by 

Tabachnick and Fidell (1996). Analysis of these distributions indicated that they were 

close to normal. In any case, since t tests are not seriously affected by the violation of 

normality if the distributions are not extremely skewed (Shavelson, 1988), alternative 

statistical tests were not considered. Finally, F values were examined for homogeneity of 

variance. For both age and education, the homogeneity of variance requirement was 

violated. In this case, the separate variance estimate was used to report the t statistic 

(Munro & Page, 1993). 

Chi square was used to examine differences between the two groups on those 

variables measured at the nominal level. These variables included gender, ethnicity, 

marital status, employment, experience with a life-threatening illness, and completion of 

a living will. The assumptions underlying the chi square: frequency data, adequate 

sample size, independent measures and theoretical basis for categorization were 

examined and met with the exception of number of cases in each cell. Therefore, the 

categories for religion, ethnicity, employment, and completion of a living will were 

collapsed in order to assure that the frequency for each cell was at least five for 80% of 

the cells in each table (Shavelson, 1988). Religion was collapsed into the categories of 

Protestant, Catholic, and other. Ethnicity was collapsed into two categories; white and 
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other. Employment was collapsed into retired and retired/employed, while completion of 

a living will was collapsed into yes and no. The groups were not compared on self-

reported health status, since this variable was not measured in group 1. 

Demographic information concerning the participants is presented in Table 3. 

The groups were comparable on four key variables that have been found to impact 

choices for end-of-life treatment: age (t = -.98, g = .329), education (t = 1.27, g = .205), 

gender (xz = -253, g. = .614), and prior experience with a life-threatening illness (x; = 

.145, £. = .702). However, a significant difference was found in the number of 

participants who had signed a living will. Ninety percent of participants in group 1 had 

completed living wills as compared to 55% of the participants in group 2 Qt; = 18.98, g. = 

.000). There were no significant differences between the two groups on religion (xi = 

4.24, g. = .119), ethnicity {xz = 1-88, g. = .169) or employment = 2.03, g. = .153) 

Within the total group, the mean age was 74 years (SD = 7.21) with a range of 60 

to 98 years. On the average, the group was highly educated with a mean score of 14 years 

of education (SD = 3.26) and a range of 3 years to 25 years. The majority of respondents 

were white (94%), female (73%), married (48%), financially secure (50%), with a fairly 

even split between Protestant (49%) and Catholics (37%). 
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Table 3. 
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

Characteristic (Group!) (Group 2) Total Group 
(N = 49) (N = 77) (N=126) 
N (%) N (%) N (%) 

Age 
60-65 1 ( 2) 14 (18) 15 (12) 
66-70 15 (31) 10 (13) 25 (20) 
71-75 21 (43) 17 (22) 38 (30) 
76-80 7 (14) 17 (22) 24 (19) 
81-85 3 ( 6) 14 (18) 17 (13) 
86-90 1 ( 2) 4 ( 5) 5 ( 4) 
91+ 1 ( 2) 1 ( 2) 2 ( 2) 

Gender 
Female 37 (75) 55 (71) 92 (73) 
Male 12 (25) 22 (29) 34 (27) 

Education 
0-6 years 0 ( 0) 4 ( 5) 4 ( 3) 
7-9 years I ( 2) 3 ( 4) 4 ( 3) 
10-12 years 18 (36) 29 (38) 47 (37) 
13-15 years 14 (29) 17 (22) 31 (25) 
16-19 years 14 (29) 19 (25) 33 (26) 
20+ years 2 ( 4) 5 ( 6) 7 ( 6) 

Religion 
Protestant 21 
Catholic 18 
Jewish 4 
Other 4 
None 1 
Missing 1 

(43) 41 (53) 62 (49) 
(37) 16 (21) 34 (27) 
( 8) 0 ( 0) 4 ( 3) 
( 8) 16 (21) 20 (16) 
( 2) 4 ( 5) 5 ( 4) 
( 2) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 1) 

Ethnicity 
African American 0 ( 0) 1 ( I) 1 ( 1) 
Hispanic 1 ( 2) 5 ( 7) 6 ( 5) 
White 48 (98) 71 (92) 119 (94) 
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Table 3-Continued 
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

Characteristic (Group I) (Group 2) Total Group 
(N = 49) (N = 77) (N=I26) 
N (%) N (%) N (%) 

Marital Status 
Married 23 (47) 37 (48) 60 (48) 
Widowed 20 (41) 31 (40) 51 (40) 
Divorced 5 (10) 8 (10) 13 (10) 
Never I ( 2) 1 ( 2) 2 ( 2) 
Married 

Employment 
Employed 0 ( 0) 2 ( 2) 2 ( 2) 
Unemployed 1 ( 2) 1 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 
Retired 42 (86) 72 (94) 114 (90) 
Retired/Emp 6 (12) 2 ( 3) 8 ( 6) 
loyed 

Financial Status 
Secure 29 (59) 34 (44) 63 (50) 
Average 17 (35) 35 (46) 52 (41) 
Poor 3 ( 6) 8 (10) 11 ( 9) 

Life-threatening 
Illness 

Yes 
No 

Missing 

Completed Living 
Will 

Yes 44 (90) 42 (54) 86 (68) 
No 5 (10) 32 (42) 36 (28) 
Don't Know 0 ( 0) 3 ( 4) 3 ( 2) 

23 (46) 52 (68) 75 (60) 
13 (27) 25 (32) 38 (30) 
13 (27) 0 ( 0) 13 (10) 
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Data Analysis 

Reliability of Instruments 

The reliabilities for the three instruments used in the study were obtained using 

Cronbach's alpha as a measure of internal consistency. Table 4 presents the reliability 

coefficients and mean scores for the three instruments used in the study: The MDIT, the 

DEOLT, and the STS.. The reliabilities for all three instruments for the total group were 

above .70, indicating an acceptable range of internal consistency (Kerlinger, 1986). The 

two independent groups were compared on the measures of self-transcendence, moral 

reasoning and desired aggressiveness of end-of-life decisions using t tests. Assumptions 

for the t test were examined as described earlier. All assumptions were met with the 

exception of homogeneity of variance. The homogeneity of variances assumption was 

violated for scores on Form B and Form C of the DEOLT as well as the overall score ror 

the DEOLT. 

Therefore, separate variance estimates for the t value were used for these measures. 

There were significant differences between the two groups in the level of 

aggressiveness desired for end-of-life treatment in two of the three end-of-life treatment 

scenarios: Form B in which the individual has a terminal condition in which nothing can 

be done; and Form C, a third end-of-life circumstance where the individual is losing 

mental capabilities and is dependent on others for care. Group 1 desired significantly less 

aggressive treatment than Group 2 in both of these circumstances (t = -2.48, = 015, t = 

-2.10, g. =.038; respectively). However, there were no significant differences between 
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Table 4. 
Psychometric Properties and Mean Scores on Instruments across Groups 

Group 1 Group 2 Total Group 

Scale a X (SD) a X (SD) a X (SD) 

MDIT 
Range 28-
140 

.79 94.63 (12.98) .82 93.87 (15.40) .81 94.15 (14.46) 

DEOLT 
Range 0-90 
Form A 
Form B 
Form C 
Range 0-30 

.76 7.87 (9.19) 

.81 5.73 (8.11) 

.62 1.16 (2.30) 

.80 .979 (2.61) 

.94 11.03 (19.51) 

.81 4.81 (7.48) 

.88 3.41 (7.42) 

.90 2.77 (6.76) 

.92 9.79 (16.31) 

.81 5.17 (7.71) 

.85 2.54 (6.06) 

.88 2.07 (5.58) 

STS 
Range 15-
60 

.79 53.98 (4.19) .63 51.66 (3.26) .71 52.56 (4.03) 

the groups found in aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment for Form A in which the 

individual is in an unconscious state with little hope of recovery (t = .65, £. = .520). 

Finally, a significant difference was found in the level of self-transcendence between the 

two groups. Group i has a significantly higher level of self-transcendence than Group 2 

a = 3.26, £. = .001). 

Research Question 1 

The research question was "What is the dominant model of moral reasoning used 

by adults when making an advance directive decision? Is it pre-conventional, post-

conventional or a combination of both? " The analysis used an EQS statistical 

confirmatory factor analysis procedure. This procedure determined the measurement 
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model that best explained the theoretical relationships among the aspects of moral 

reasoning in this sample. 

Model 1 contains seven separate domains of moral reasoning. This model 

represents an integrated and complex approach to moral reasoning, since all domains are 

used. Each domain of moral reasoning represents a factor score obtained from the test 

items that are said to measure that aspect. All domains were allowed to freely correlated 

with one another. A chi square test, comparing the observed and expected covariance 

matrices, indicated non-significant differences between the observed and expected 

covariance matrices (x* = 317.01,g. = .239). Further, the fit index, which is computed by 

comparing the hypothesized model to a null model, was .890. Thus, the observed 

correlation matrix explains 89% of the predicted correlation matrix and the data from the 

sample supported the hypothesized model 1 (see Figure 3). 

Model 2 was hypothesized as a staged model, where one stage must be 

accomplished before the individual can progress to the next stage. The chi square (x' = 

387.04, £. = .006) and fit index of (CFI =.572) did not support this model as there was a 

significant difference between the observed and the hypothesized model (see Figure 4). 

For Models 3,4, and 5, three higher factor models of morality were proposed. 

The higher factor of morality is an overall score that represents the covariance among the 

seven aspects of moral reasoning. Each model was tested using weighted formulas based 

on a priori theory to determine an overall moral thinldng score. The domains were 
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allowed to freely vary (see Figure 5), were weighted I (see Figure 6), and were weighted 

1-7 respectively (see Figure 7). The chi square for these models were all significant and 

fit indices poor indicating a difference between the proposed and observed models. 

These results do not support the higher order factor morality model regardless of the 

weighting scheme used. 

For models 6 and 7, two models were hypothesized to test two higher order 

factors. The first higher order factor was inspired by distinctions of preconventional 

reasoning and the second was inspired by distinctions of conventional and post 

conventional reasoning (see Figure 8). Consequently the lambdas were weighted 1-2-3, 

1-2-3-4 from each higher order factor to the domain factors. In one model the two higher 

order factors were orthogonal and in the second model the two higher factors were 

correlated. A solution was not found for either of these models, regardless of technical 

adjustments. Within the context of this data set, it was concluded there were no solutions 

for the above theoretical models (Models 6 and 7). Therefore, the models were dropped 

from the analysis. 

Model 1 was found to offer the most plausible explanation for the theoretical 

relationships among the domains of moral reasoning. Therefore, in this sample, it was 

evident that the relationships among the domains of moral reasoning are more complex 

than explained by Kohlberg's theory of moral reasoning. 

The nature of this complexity is not clear at this point as all domains are 

correlated to one another. Based on this measurement model, it was determined that the 
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MDIT is a unidimensional scale and was scored by summing the Likert scale ratings for 

each of the items on the instrument. With this scoring mechanism, the MDIT scores 

range from 28-140. 

Research Question 2 

The research question "Is the level of moral reasoning related to demographic 

variables of age, gender, education, self-reported health status or prior experience with 

advance directive decisions"? was answered using correlational procedures. The category 

of prior experience with an advance directive decisions included the variables of prior 

experience with a life-threatening illness and completion of a living will. The variable of 

self-reported health status includes only cases from group 2 since it was not measured in 

group 1. 

The relationship between age and moral reasoning as well as the relationship 

between education and moral reasoning were examined using Pearson's Product Moment 

correlations. The mathematical assumptions for Pearson's r include 1) interval 

measurement of both variables; 2) each of variables that are being correlated must have a 

normal distribution; 3) the distribution of both variables must have equal variance (the 

assumption of homoscedasticity); and 4) the relationship between both variables must be 

linear (Munro & Page, 1993). Both normprobability plots and scatterplots were 

examined to make these judgments and both sets of variables met the assumptions. 

Due to small number of respondents that indicated their health to be poor, the 

variable health was dichotomized into good and fair. Thus, those respondents who 
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reported their health as excellent or good were rated as good and those respondents who 

reported their health as fair or poor were rated as fair. A biserial correlation is used when 

one variable is dichotomized and the second variable is continuous (Munro & Page, 

1993). Therefore, a biserial correlation was used to examine the relationship between 

self-reported health status and the level of moral reasoning. Point biserial correlations are 

used then one dichotomous variable is correlated with one continuous variable (Munro & 

Page, 1993). Thus, point biserial correlations were used to determine the relationship 

between gender and the level of moral reasoning as well the relationship between prior 

experience with an advance directive decision and the level of moral reasoning. Finally, 

Phi correlations are used to examine the relationship between two dichotomous variables 

(Munro & Page, 1993). Thus, the phi correlation was used to examine the relationships 

among gender, self-reported health, prior experience with a life-threatening illness and 

the completion of a living will. Table 5 depicts correlational results for the total group. 

As can be seen in table 5, at a .05 level of significance, contextual variables were 

not significantly related to the level of moral reasoning. 

Research Question 3 

The research question "Is the level of moral reasoning related to the level of self-

transcendence"? was examined using Pearson's Product Moment Correlation to 

determine the relationship between self-transcendence and the level of moral reasoning. 
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Table 5. 
Correlations for Total Group (N=126) 

Age Gender Education Self- Illness Living Moral 
Report Will Reasoning 
Health 

Age 1.00 

Gender -.03 1.00 

Education -.06 .11 1.00 

Self-
Report 
Health" 

.21 .16 -.34** 1.00 

Illness -.05 .16 -.00 .09 1.00 

Living 
Will 

.15 .13 .21* .14 .02 1.00 

Moral 
Reasoning 

-.02 -.06 -.11 .10 -.09 -.05 1.00 

" N=77 
* p=.05 (2-tailed) 
**p=.01 

The assumptions for normality and homoscedasticity were examined in these variables. 

Inspection of the normprobability for these two variables revealed a normal curve and 

examination of scatter plots for these two variables revealed equal variance. Thus, a 

Pearson's Product Moment Correlation was used to examine the relationship between the 

level of moral reasoning and the level of self-transcendence. Results indicated that at 

the .01 level of significance, there was a significant positive relationship between the 

level of self-transcendence and the level of integrated moral reasoning (r= .23, £.= .01). 
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Research Question 4 

Research question four was "What type of end-of-life treatment is desired most 

frequently by elders and what is the average desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-life 

treatment for the sample?" 

a) Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision 

related to demographic variables of age, gender, education, self-reported health 

status, or prior experience with advance directive decisions? 

b) Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision 

related to the level of moral reasoning? 

c) Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision 

related to the level of self-transcendence? 

In general, the elders in this sample preferred less aggressive end-of- life 

treatment. Fifty-two (41%) of the participants in the study indicated that they did not 

want any of the end-of-life treatment options offered across the three scenarios. 

Participants' responses to end of life treatment options is presented in Table 6. 

The relationship between age and the desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-

life treatment choices as well as the relationship between years of education and the 

desired level of end-of-life treatment choices was examined using Pearson's Product 

Moment Correlations since the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity were met 

for these variables with the exception of desired aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment. 

For the aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment desired, the assumption of normality 
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Table 6 
Desired Aggressiveness of End-of-Life Treatment Options 

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C 

Desired 
Aggressiveness of 
Treatment 

yes no don't 
know 

yes no don't 
know 

yes no don't 
know 

Cardio-pulmonary 
resuscitation 

13 108 5 6 118 2 3 120 3 

Mechanical 
ventilation 

11 108 7 4 119 3 3 118 5 

Surgery 17 84 25 9 108 9 7 115 4 

Tube feedings 18 96 12 13 108 5 13 109 4 

Antibiotics 46 64 16 25 88 13 25 92 9 

was violated. When nonnormality is found without violations of homoscedasticity, the 

Pearson's r is robust. Therefore, data transformation was not considered (Verran & 

Ferketich, 1984; 1987). 

Point biserial correlations were used to examine the relationship among gender, 

prior experience with an advance directive decision and the level of aggressiveness of 

end-of-life treatment desired. A biserial correlation was used to examine the relationship 

between self-reported health and the level of end-of-life treatment desired. Table 7 

depicts the relationship among demographic variables and the desired level of 

aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision. 

As can be seen in Table 7, the there is a significant negative relationship between 
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Table 7. 
Correlations for Total Group (N=126) 

Age Gender Education Self Illness Living Desired 
Report Will Aggressive 
Health^ Treatment 

Age 1.00 

Gender -.03 1.00 

Education -.07 .11 1.00 

Self Report 
Health" 

.21 .16 -.34** 1.00 

Illness -.06 .17 -.000 .09 1.00 

Living will .15 .13 .21* .14 .023 1.00 

Desired 
Aggressive 
Treatment 

-.11 .12 - 24** .26** -.30** -.25** 1.00 

" N = 77 

* p=.05 (2-tailed) 
** p=.01 

years of education and the overall desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-iife decisions 

(r = -.24, £. = .01). This relationship indicates that the higher the level of education, the 

less aggressive the overall end-of-life treatment desired. The significant negative 

relationships found between prior experience with advance directive decisions (as 

measured by prior experience with a life-threatening illness and the completion living 

will) and the overall level of aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment desired indicate that 

those individuals who had prior experience with a life-threatening illness were less likely 

to desire aggressive end-of-life treatment (r = -.30, g. = .01) and those individuals who 
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had completed a living will were also less likely to desire aggressive end-of-life treatment 

(r = -.25, E- = 01). Finally, there was a significant positive relationship between level of 

self-reported health and the overall desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-life 

treatment for those individuals in group 2. This relationship indicated that the healthier 

the individual perceived themselves to be the more aggressive the end-of-life treatment 

desired (r = .25,2- = 01). 

The relationship among the level of integrated moral reasoning and the desired 

level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision as well as the level of self-

transcendence and the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment 

decision were examined using Pearson's Product Moment Coneiations. The assumptions 

of normality, homoscedasticity, and linearity were met for these variables with the 

exception desired end-of-life treatment. For the variable, aggressiveness of end-of-life 

treatment desired, the assumption of normality was violated. When nonnormality is 

found without violations of homoscedasticity, the Pearson's r is robust. Therefore, data 

transformation was not considered (Verran & Ferketich, 1984; 1987). Table 8 depicts the 

correlations for these variables. 

As can be seen in Table 8, there are significant positive relationships between the 

level of integrated moral reasoning and the desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-life 

treatment decisions for all three scenarios as well as the overall desired aggressiveness for 

end-of-life treatment. However, there were no significant relationships found for the 
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Table 8. 
Correlations for Total Group (Ngl26) 

E)esired Desired Desired Desired Trans- Moral 
Aggressive Aggressive Aggressive Aggressive cendence Reasoning 
Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment 
Ascore Bscore Cscore Overall 

Desired 1.00 
Aggressive 
Treatment 
Ascore 

Desired .46** 1.00 
Aggressive 
Treatment 
Bscore 

Desired 

*
 

00 00 
1.00 

Aggressive 
Treatment 
Cscore 

Desired 79** 00
 

.86** 1.00 
Aggressive 
Treatment 
Overall 

Transcend -.08 -.02 -.03 -.06 1.00 
ence 

Moral .27** .25** .27** .31** .23** 1.00 
Reasoning 

* p=.05 (2-tailed) 
** p=.01 

level of self-transcendence and the desired level of aggressiveness forend-of-life 

treatment, regardless of the scenario. 

Research Question 5 

The research question "Mrhat set of developmental contextual variables best 

explain the aggressiveness of end-of-life decision" was answered using regression 
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analysis. The proposed model predicted that self-transcendence and the contextual 

factors of age, education, and prior experience with an advance directive decision would 

directly affect the level of moral reasoning about end-of-life decisions. 

It was further proposed that self-transcendence, moral reasoning and the 

contextual factors of age, education, and prior experience with an advance directive 

decision would directly affect the desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-life decision 

treatment options. Structural equations were written to test the proposed relationships 

specified in the model (see Figure 9). The X term to the left of the equation represents the 

exogenous and endogenous dependent variables in the model. The right side of the 

equation is represented in terms of a regression equation. 

One hundred twenty six (126) cases entered the regression analysis. Mathematical 

assumptions for the regression model using residual analysis (Verran & Ferketich, 1984) 

were examined as follows: 1) the residual mean is zero; 2) the residual variance is equal 

at all points of the predicted dependent variable; 3) the residuals are normally distributed; 

and 4) the residuals are independent. For the exogenous dependent variable, 

aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment desired, the assumption of normality was violated. 

When nonnormality is found without violations of homoscedasticity, the F ratio is robust. 

Therefore, data transformation was not considered (Verran & Ferketich, 1984; 1987). 
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Figure 9: Proposed Model and Structural Equations for Desired End-of-Life Treatment 

Structural equations 
(Exogenous ) X, = a + bjX, + b^Xj + b3X4 + bjXs + bjX^ + b^X^ + e 
(Endogenous) X, = a + bjXj + b2X4 + bjXj + bjXg + bjX; + e 

Twenty six percent of the variance in desired aggressiveness of end-of-life 

treatment (R-= .26) was explained by the proposed model. Moral reasoning (beta=.24), 

level of education (beta = -.18), prior experience with a life-threatening illness 

(beta= -.26) and completion of a living will (beta = -.20) had direct effects on desired 

aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment. The link between age and desired aggressiveness 

of end-of-life treatment did not hold. 

Self-transcendence had direct effects on moral reasoning (beta= .19) and indirect 

effects on desired aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment (indirect beta = .05) The direct 

link between self-transcendence and desired aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment did 

not hold (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 
Final Model for Desired End-of-Life Treatment 
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CHAPTERS 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The findings presented in Chapter 4 explicate a model for moral reasoning about 

end-of-life decisions in older adults and the relationships among contextual factors, self-

transcendence, moral reasoning, and desired end-of-life treatment. Chapter 5 addresses 

the interpretation of these findings as they relate to the limitations, the research questions, 

the literature and the study's theoretical framework. Implications for nursing theory and 

nursing practice are discussed as well as recommendations for further research. 

Overview 

This study was an attempt to gain insight into moral reasoning and other 

contextual and developmental factors that may account for elders' perspectives related to 

end-of-life care. Elders' perceptions about the end of life and the reasoning processes 

used to formulate preferences for treatment at the end of life were investigated. The AD 

decision, as one pragmatic/practice issue, in particular, was studied as an indicator of 

preferences for end-of-life treatment. Also, contextual factors (age, education, gender, 

self-reported health status, prior experience with an advance directive decision) and self-

transcendence, regarded as an indicator of a developmental transition in older adults, 

were examined as a correlate of moral reasoning about end-of-life choices as well as 

desires for end-of-life treatment. 

The results of the quantitative data obtained from this study provided insight into 

the choices individuals may make about their care at the end of life and the contextual 
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and developmental factors that influence those choices. In particular, the results 

provided insight into the significance of moral reasoning and of self-transcendence, 

postulated to be a correlate of moral reasoning, in relation to end-of-own-life decisions. 

Limitations 

The internal, external and statistical conclusion validities of this study were 

limited by several factors. The threats to these three types of validity as they relate to this 

study are presented below. Although this study was not conducted using an experimental 

design, these issues are useful to address in any quantitative research. 

Internal Validitv 

Internal validity refers to the extent to which it is possible to make an inference 

that a relationship reflects reality rather than being a reflection of extraneous variables. 

Although internal validity should be examined in all studies, it is addressed most 

frequently in studies examining causality (Bums & Grove, 1997). In this study, causal 

relationships were examined in research question 5 in terms of which set of 

developmental and contextual variables best explained the aggressiveness of end-of-life 

treatment desired by the participants. 

According to Cook and Campbell (1979), there are 13 threats to internal validity. 

1) History: Events take place during the time of the study that are not related to research 

interest); 2) Selection: The process by which participants are chosen to take part in a 

study and how those participants are grouped within a study; 3) Maturation: The 

respondents may grow older and wiser during the time of the study when this maturation 
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is not of research interest); 4) Testing: Familiarity with a test where the test itself may 

change attitudes and influence the participants' responses. 5) Mortality: People drop out 

of the study before its completion and may be different than those individuals who remain 

in the study; 7) Statistical Repression : Movement of extreme scores toward the mean in 

pre-test/post-test designs; 8) Interactions with Selection: The threats that most frequently 

interact with selection are history; maturation and instrumentation; 9) Ambiguity about 

the Direction of Causal Inference: It may not be possible to determine if A cause B, B 

caused A or if A and B interacted in a non-causal way; 10) Diffusion or Imitation of 

Treatments The control group gains access to the treatment; 11) Compensatory 

Equalization of Treatments: Others may insist that control group receive the same 

treatment; 12) Compensatory Rivalry of Respondents: Those respondents receiving less 

desirable treatments may attempt to reduce or reverse the difference; and 13) Resentful 

Demoralization of Respondents: Those receiving less desirable treatments may react in 

such a way that changes are due to this reaction. 

In this study, threats to internal validity included selection, testing, and mortality. 

A selection threat is more likely to occur in studies where there is not randomization. 

The use of non-probability, convenience sampling in this study increased the possibility 

of sampling error, thereby limiting the internal validity of the study. The sample is also 

biased in that the majority of respondents were white, married, females who professed to 

be financially secure with a fairly even split between Protestants and Catholics. 

The effect being measured may be altered by the instrument itself. In this study. 
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the ordering of the questionnaires in the data collection packet was prescribed by the 

researcher. The intent of this ordering was to reduce the risk of fatigue by placing the 

most cognitively demanding instrument first. Without random ordering of the 

instruments in the data collection packet, it is not possible to know whether the order in 

which the participants completed the instruments influenced their responses. Previous 

research indicates that the manner in which a scenario is worded and the context in which 

it is presented may influence moral preferences (Cicrelli, 1997 Mallory, et al., 1996; 

Petrinovich & O'Neill, 1996). In this study all participants were given only one version 

of identical scenarios. Therefore, it is uncertain whether different versions of the same 

scenario would elicit different responses. It is also unknown whether responses to 

hypothetical moral dilemmas and preferences for end-of-life treatment would remain the 

same as they would if they were actually confronting end-of-life treatment decisions. 

Finally, mortality may have threatened the internal validity of this study to the 

extent that those who refused to participate in the study and those who dropped out of the 

study may be different than those who remained in the study. 

External Validity 

External validity refers to the ability to generalize to particular target populations, 

settings, and times beyond the sample used in the study. There are 3 threats to external 

validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979). I) Interaction of Selection and Treatment: The 

number of persons who were approached to participate and declined to participate; 2) 

Interaction of Setting and Treatment: Bias in the types of settings or organizations who 
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agree to participate; and 3) Interaction of History and Treatment: Circumstances under 

which the study is conducted. 

The threats to external validity of the study findings included interaction of 

selection and treatment and interaction of setting and treatment. The external validity of a 

study tends to decrease as the number of persons who are approached and decline 

increases. In this study, 100 out the 211 individuals approached to participate in the study 

declined and 34 of those who agreed to participate withdrew from the study, thereby 

decreasing the external validity of the study findings. There may be differences in those 

individuals who agreed to participate by completing questionnaires and whose who did 

not, thereby limiting generalizability of the findings to all members of the population. 

External validity of the study was also limited by the numbers of those senior groups 

approached to participate in the study and declined versus those who actually 

participated. Of the 19 senior groups approached, 10 refused to participate. The senior 

groups that agreed to participate may be different than those who refused to participate, 

thereby limiting the generalizability of these findings. 

Statistical Conclusion Validity 

Statistical conclusion validity (SCV) refers to whether the conclusions about the 

relationships or difference in the study reflect the real world. SCV has to do with 

examining the probability or making a Type I or Type n error. There are 7 threats to 

statistical conclusion validity (Cook & Campbell, 1979): I) low statistical power; 2) 

violating the assumptions of a statistical test; 3) fishing and the error rate problem in 
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which there are multiple comparisons of mean differences and a certain proportion of the 

differences will be significant by chance alone; 4) the reliability of measures; 5) the 

reliability of treatment implementation; 6) random irrelevances in the experimental 

setting; and 7) random heterogeneity of respondents. 

The threats to SCV for this study included low statistical power and violating the 

assumptions of statistical tests. The low statistical power in this sample increases the 

probability of concluding that there is no relationship among the variables of interest 

when actually there is a relationship. In terms of the number of cases for parameter 

estimation in measurement model procedures, an inadequate sample size may yield 

untrustworthy z tests on the significance of parameters and untrustworthy model 

evaluation of chi square probabilities (Bentler, 1995). The assumption of normality was 

violated for the exogenous dependent variable, aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment 

desired by participants. However, Pearson's r and the F statistic are not seriously 

affected by the violation of normality if the distributions are not extremely skewed 

Research Question 1 

What is the dominant ntiodel of moral reasoning used by adults when making an 

advance directive decision? Is it pre-conventional, post-conventional or a combination of 

both? The research study hypothesized that because elders generally engage in 

postformal thinking as opposed to concrete or even formal thinking, they would use a 

more complex and integrated approach to moral reasoning. This hypothesis was 

supported by the measurement model identified in this study, in that elders take into 
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account other modes of reasoning, in addition to purely postconventional reasoning. 

Therefore, in this sample, it was evident that elders used an integrated approach to moral 

reasoning, as proposed in the framework, unlike the form of reasoning proposed by either 

Kohlberg or Gilligan. 

Other researchers are also finding that older adults display more diversity in their 

moral reasoning where the most mature level of moral reasoning may reflect, not a 

hierarchical model of reasoning wherein one stage dominates the approach to reasoning, 

but an integrated perspective that combines elements of both theoretical perspectives 

(Pratt, Golding, & Kerig, 1987). Thus, findings from this study supported the 

researcher's proposed theoretical framework of integrated moral reasoning for older 

adults and the theoretical work of authors in the field (Pratt, Diessner, Hunsberger, 

Pancer, & Savoy, 1991; Pratt, Diessner, Pratt, Hunsberger, & Pancer, 1996; Pratt, 

Golding, Hunter, & Norris, 1988; Pratt, Golding, & Kerig, 1987; Pratt, Pancer, 

Hunsberger, & Manchester, 1990). Older adults use a more integrated approach to moral 

reasoning in the context of end-of-life care, one that uniquely blends considerations of 

principled autonomy with caring relationships. Older adults show a pattern of moral 

thought distinctive from that of legalistic justice reasoning. The approach to moral 

reasoning found in this study is congruent with the definition of moral thought proposed 

by Pratt, Golding, and Kerig (1987) in which older adults have "a tendency to consider 

the meaning and implications of moral issues and principles more thoroughly and from a 

broader range of perspectives" (p. 362). 
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Research Question 2 

Is the level of moral reasoning related to demographic variables of age, gender, 

education, self-reported health status or prior experience with advance directive 

decisions? The research findings provided little insight into the way elders use their 

context to make moral decisions about the end of life. None of the contextual variables 

used in this study were significantly related to the level of integrated moral reasoning. 

These findings are supported by other researchers who are finding that age links 

and gender links with moral maturity are not supported (Pratt, Diessner, Pratt, 

Hunsberger, & Pancer, 1996; Pratt, etal., 1987; Walker, 1984; Walker, 1989; Warks & 

Krebs, 1996). Studies examining age and gender variations in moral reasoning across the 

life span have found little difference in moral reasoning abilities (Chap, 1986; Pratt, et al., 

1987, Pratt, et al, 1991, Pratt, et al., 1996; White, 1988). The lack of decline in moral 

reasoning abilities with age are particularly evident for highly educated adults over less 

educated adults, suggesting that education serves as a buffer to age declines in moral 

reasoning abilities. 

The reader, however, is cautioned about making direct comparisons between this 

study and those reported in the review of the literature. The measure of moral maturity 

used in this study was based on an integrated approach to moral development in the 

specific context of the thinking processes about end-of-life treatment decisions. The 

moral reasoning score takes into account the extent to which individuals use more than 

one domain when thinking about moral issues. In this case, the more domains used, the 
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higher is the moral thinking score. Other researchers have used measures of moral 

reasoning that present various types of moral dilemmas and take into account the amount 

of principled reasoning used as an indicator of moral maturity (Krebs, et al., 1991; Pratt, 

et al., 1987; 1988; 1990; 1991; 1996). The higher the moral reasoning score, the more 

principled thinking was used to formulate preferences. Therefore, a decline in moral 

reasoning using the extant measures is not comparable to a decline in reasoning using the 

Moral Defming Issues Test employed in this study. However, it is interesting that in this 

sample, in spite of a different approach to measuring moral maturity, integrated moral 

reasoning scores were relatively stable across age, gender, and education. 

Research Question 3 

Is the level of moral reasoning related to the level of self-transcendence? Self-

transcendence has been conceptualized as a correlate of meaning in life and an indicator 

of well-being in adults confronted with end-of-Iife issues (Klaas, 1996; Reed, 1991b; 

Coward & Reed, 1996). In this study, self-transcendence was conceptualized as an 

indicator of post-formal thinking and a correlate of moral reasoning about hypothetical 

end-of-life dilemmas. This relationship was supported by study findings. Self-

transcendence related to the individual's approach to moral reasoning in the context of 

end-of-life decisions. Higher levels of self-transcendence correlated with higher levels of 

integrated moral reasoning. Thus, self-transcendence was related to the level of 

complexity of moral reasoning, as indicated by the degree to which older adults integrate 

the various approaches to moral reasoning in the context of end of own life decisions. 
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The positive signiHcant relationship between self-transcendence and complexity 

of moral reasoning found in this study suggests, as others have theorized as well, that 

postformal thinking may be an underlying reason why moral reasoning takes on the 

complex and integrated form in later adulthood (Pratt, et al., 1987; 1988; 1990; 1991; 

1996; Reed, Mezza, & Jacobs, 1996). In sum, the findings suggest that self-transcendence 

has implications for a new way of conceptualizing moral development of older adults. 

Traditionally, the study of moral development has emphasized the organismic model of 

development and has excluded the unique cognitive characteristics of elders identified by 

neo-Piagetian researchers to extend Piagel's schema of formal operations. Findings 

support the proposed framework that older adults, who use post-formal thinking, as 

operationalized in terms of self-transcendence, tend to use a more integrated approach to 

moral reasoning. 

Research Question 4 

What type of end-of-life treatment is desired most frequently by elders and what is 

the average desired level of aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment for the sample? In 

general, the elders in this sample preferred less aggressive end-of-life treatment and were 

more likely to opt for less aggressive treatment such as antibiotics over more aggressive 

treatments such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation and mechanical ventilation. Fifty-two 

(41%) of the participants in the study indicated that they did not want any of the end-of-

life treatment options, regardless of end-of-life scenario. This was especially evident for 

the dementia scenario where the majority of elders (70%) indicated that they did not want 
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any treatment. These findings are supported by Cohen-Mansfield et al. (1996) who found 

the nature of the treatment to play a significant role in treatment preferences and by 

Cohen-Mansfield, et al. (1992) and Reed, et al. (1996) who found that elders were less 

likely to desire treatment in situations where it was perceived that cognitive functioning 

would be permanently compromised. 

Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision related 

to demographic variables of age, gender, education, self-reported health status, or prior 

experience with advance directive decisions? Age and gender were not significantly 

related to the desire for end-of-life treatment. However, level of education, self-reported 

health status, and prior experience with an AD decision were significantly related to 

preferences for end-of-life treatment. Those individuals with higher levels of education 

were less likely to choose aggressive end-of-life treatment. This finding is consistent 

with Cicirelli (1997), Cohen-Mansfield, etal. (1996), and Mutran, et al. (1997) who 

found that the more educated are less likely to desire to prolong their life than the less 

educated. Those elders who perceived themselves to be less healthy or those who had 

prior experience with a life-threatening illness, or those who completed a living will were 

less likely to desire aggressive end-of-life treatment. Other researchers are also finding 

that preferences for end-of-life treatment are influenced by previous experience with 

illness or the illness of others (Cohen-Mansfield, et al, 1996; Rein, et al., 1996) 

Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision related 

to the level of moral reasoning? The relationship between moral reasoning and desire 
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end-of-life treatment was supported by this research in that there were significant positive 

relationship between the level of integrated moral reasoning and the desired 

aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment in all three end-of-life treatment scenarios as well 

as the overall aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment desired. The higher the moral 

reasoning score, the more integrated the approach to moral thinking, and the greater the 

desire for aggressive end-of-life treatment. This suggests that those elders who give more 

importance to the moral domains that represent social relationships and societal concems 

as well as indicators of principled thinking, desire more aggressive treatment at the end-

of-life. This finding is consonant with Cicirelli (1997), and Mutran, et al. (1997) who 

found that elders who perceived their social support to be significant, preferred more 

aggressive end-of-life treatment. 

Is the desired level of aggressiveness of the end-of-life treatment decision related 

to the level of self-transcendence? It was expected that the use of postformal thinking 

may influence the type of end-of-life treatment chosen. This relationship was not 

supported by study findings as the relationship between self-transcendence and desire 

for end-of-life treatment was not significant. 

Research Question 5 

What set of developmental contextual variables best explain the aggressiveness of 

end-of-life decisions? Using stepwise regression, the findings in research questions 1-4 

were summarized and placed into a predictive model. Age, level of education, prior 

experience with a life threatening illness, completion of a living will, level of self 
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transcendence, and level of integrated moral reasoning were regressed onto desired 

aggressiveness of end of life treatment as the exogenous dependent variable in the model. 

Age, level of education, prior experience with a life threatening illness, completion of a 

living will and level of self transcendence were regressed onto level of integrated moral 

reasoning as the endogenous dependent variable in the model. 

Research is establishing that both autonomous and beneficence-based thinking are 

used for making end-of-life treatment choices. Older adults evaluate end-of-life decisions 

within the context of maintaining their capacity for autonomy while at the same time 

considering family relationships by limiting family burden and conflict. The model 

proposed in this study demonstrates the impact of integrated moral reasoning on desired 

end-of-life treatment decisions. Those elders who consider both autonomous and social 

domains of reasoning are more likely to desire some form of treatment at the end of life 

than adults with simpler forms of reasoning. Thus, it appears that older adults uniquely 

blend considerations of principled autonomy with caring relationships. 

As anticipated, self-transcendence, as an indicator of post-formal thinking, related 

to the level of complexity of moral reasoning. However, it was unexpected to find that 

self-transcendence did not directly impact choices for end-of-life treatment. Research 

into self-transcendence is establishing the self-transcendent perspective as a 

developmentally relevant pattern at the end of life. It was anticipated that those with 

more significant self-transcendent life perspectives, would desire less aggressive 

treatment at the end of life. Although the relationship of self-transcendence with desire 
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for aggressiveness of end-of-Iife treatment was in the expected direction, the effect was 

very small and non-significant. 

Education has been found to influence preferences for end-of-life care. The more 

educated are less likely to desire to prolong their life in comparison to the less educated 

who prefer to maintain life or have not formed an opinion (Cicirelli, 1997; Cohen-

Mansfield, et al., 1992; Mitram, et al., 1997). These findings were corroborated in this 

study where elders with higher levels of education opted for less aggressive treatment. 

Prior experience with a life-threatening illness and completion of a living related 

to the desired aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment. Other researchers (Cohen-

Mansfield, 35 al, 1992; Rein, et al., 1996) have also established these experiences as 

influencing whether or not older adults accept or reject life-sustaining treatment. In the 

case of the elders in this study these experiences related to desires for less aggressive 

treatment. 

In summary, the theoretical framework on integrated moral reasoning for end-of-

life decisions was supported in this study. The importance of a life span developmental 

approach for understanding adult development and well-being in the context of 

end-of-life decisions is supported by the research findings about potential implications of 

postformal thought on moral reasoning and preferences for end-of-life treatment. Older 

adults use a more integrated and complex approach to reasoning in the context of end-of-

life decisions. Self transcendence, as an indicator of this unique characteristic of adult 

cognition, may explain why reasoning about end-of-life treatment options takes on a more 
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complex and integrated approach. A life span developmental approach along with 

empirical findings suggests that justice or care considerations alone are not the sole 

principles for organizing the moral domain. 

In addition to elder's unique patterns of thinking, the context of their experiences 

impact preferences for end-of-life treatment. Level of education, prior experience with a 

life-threatening illness, and the decision to complete a living will are important indicators 

of the desired aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment. Thus, moral development in the 

context of end-of-life decisions may be explained in part through an understanding of a 

contextual-dialectic process. 

Implications for Nursing Practice 

The American Nurses' Association (1993) supports the patient's right to self-

determination in end-of-life care and promotes nurses' involvement in facilitating 

decision-making for individuals making such choices. Although ADs give the person 

greater power of self-determination over the care they do and do not want at the end of 

life, the AD is not a substitute for the supportive relationships that help direct care at the 

end of life, be they family, friends, ministers or clinicians. This study was an attempt to 

identify the developmental and contextual bases for elders' treatment choices at the end 

of life. 

Older adults faced with end-of-life decisions use a broadened life perspective to 

formulate end-of-life treatment preferences, attempting to understand the meaning of the 

their life in its social context. There is an expanded sense of self as well as connectedness 
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to others and purposes greater than the self. By recognizing both the individual and their 

context, planning end-of-life care can be enhanced through the nurse-patient relationship. 

This study points to the importance of nurses discussing openly with their clients what 

they might appropriately choose in their dying in order to create a peaceful context for 

death. Those individuals who use a more integrated approach to thinking about 

preferences for end-of-life care stress the importance of close family ties and supportive 

relationships as well as considerations of autonomy. These individuals also prefer more 

aggressive treatment at the end of life than those who use a less integrated approach. 

Integrated moral thinkers may have more difficultly in separating from their integral 

environment and focus on themselves as a self-contained entity. In addition to assuring 

their capacity for autonomy, they may be as equally concerned about maintaining 

harmonious family relationships. 

Because ADs have failed to direct care at the end of life, interaction with patients, 

families and the health care team become essential. The greatest fear of the elder is to 

lose their capacity for autonomy and to burden their family. Therefore, nurses must not 

only support the patients need for self-determination at the end of life, but must facilitate 

patients' choices within the context of their family situations. 

Implications for Nursing Research 

Further research into the reasons why senior community directors are reluctant to 

provide open forums for exploration of end-of-life issues with the elderly is 

recommended. Over half of the directors of senior centers contacted in this study 
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appeared to have assumed the role of a "gatekeeper" for the elderly and indicated that 

they did not think that elders in their senior communities would want to discuss issues 

related to the end of life. Although, these directors made assumptions about the elderly's 

needs and willingness to discuss end-of-life care, research is establishing that elders want 

to discuss end-of-life care (Emanuel, et al., 1991; Lo et al., 1986; Worley & Henderson, 

1995). With this information, perhaps nurses can support an openness to explore end-of-

life issues with the elderly. Working with these individuals to recognize the elderly's 

self-transcendent life perspectives and how this perspective relates to their willingness to 

discuss end of life care may help to promote the elderly's well-being when confronting 

end-of-life issues. 

Gaining better access to older adults and repeating this research with a larger 

sample would increase the likelihood of detecting significant relationships among the 

variables of interest, if these relationships do indeed e,\ist. It was e.xpected that self-

transcendence would directly relate to the desired aggressiveness of end-of-life treatment 

decisions. Further research investigating the role of self-transcendence as it directly 

relates to end-of-life decision-making could provide much needed information in terms of 

utilizing elder's strengths and supporting elders' well being while making choices for 

end-of-life treatment. In addition, insight gained about elders' developmentally-based 

perspective and resources in the context of end-of-own-life decisions, may inform 

facilitation of those eiders having difficulty expressing their preferences for treatment at 

the end of life. 
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The results of the measurement model for moral reasoning in the context of end-

of-life treatment choice are encouraging. Although Kohlberg holds to the 

multidimensionality of the moral reasoning construct, the results of this study provide 

support for further examination of moral reasoning as a unidimensional construct. The 

global fit of the Model 1, as proposed by Rieck and Mezza (1995), was good in this 

sample. However, further assessment of model adequacy with a larger sample size is 

recommended in order to improve the extent to which the proposed model adequately 

describes the sample data. According to Byrne (1994, p.53), "assessment of model 

adequacy involves a number of criteria, some which bear on the fit of the model as a 

whole and others which bear on the fit of individual parameters". Further examination of 

parameter specification in larger samples may provide additional insight into the 

measurement of the moral reasoning construct as well as information for refinement of 

the items on the MDFT instrument. Nevertheless, the findings in this study provide a 

beginning empirical base for clarifying a model for measuring moral reasoning in elders, 

since none exists. Furthermore, there may be some pattern of moral reasoning in well 

elders that informs nurses about moral reasoning in those actively facing moral dilemmas. 

Summary 

This study focused on acquiring a clearer understanding of the elders' perceptions 

about the end of life and the developmental and contextual bases for end-of-life treatment 

choices. The results of this study indicated that elders use an integrated approach to 

moral thinking in the context of end-of-life decisions. Self-transcendence, an indicator of 
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post-formal thinking and a correlate of well-being in the context of the end of life, was 

related to the degree of integrated moral reasoning. This relationship may explain why 

reasoning about end-of-life treatment options takes on a more complex and integrated 

approach in later life. In addition to the elderly's unique patterns of thinking, the context 

of their experiences influenced preferences for end-of-life treatment. Thus, moral 

development in the context of end-of-life decisions may be explained in part through 

understanding the developmental characteristics of elders through the contextual-dialectic 

world view. Although decisions about life-sustaining treatment should be guided by 

patient values and preferences, nurses can provide support for integrating reasoning 

within a self transcendent life perspective, facilitating the difficult choices most elders 

will face at the end of life. 
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APPENDIX A 

INSTRUMENTS 

DEMOGRAPHIC/HEALTH-RELATED QUESTIONNAIRE, 

MORAL DEFINING ISSUES TEST, 

DESIRED END-OF-UFE TREATMENT FORM, 

THE SELP-TRANSCENDENCE SCALE 
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Code No. 

DEMOGRAPHIC/HEATH-RELATED QUESTIONNAIRE 

Age 

Sex: 1= Female 2 = Male 

Number of years of education: (e.g. High School diploma = 12) 

Religious group with which you most easily identify 

1 = Protestant 3 = Jewish 5 = None 
2 = Catholic 4 = Other 

Race: - i = Afiican-Ainericaii. 2= American indiaa 3 s Asian American; 
• 4^ Hispanic ^ ^ S'^Whife ' 1 ^ ~ ^ ' 

MaritaUStkus:l.i<s Ma^ed [ () 1 !. 2 = Wi^ONy^d^ N i ( Mi i V ) i 
* 3 = Divorced ^ 4 = Never Married 

r p n ! T ] ( ! i  i n n  o l  [ h i s  i n ^ r m n u ' r ' i  i n  
lEnipl'oyment Sfatdsr ^1 sEmployecf" - ' 2 = Unemployed • - ^ • 
^ - 3 = Retired 4 = Retired and Employed , ; 

\ v n r u , - '  /  > r  i  } i  n n r i  n i • )  \  •  ( T / - * >  i  i  •  i  , " • . \  •  \  V  j  K '  i  i l l  I  ! 1 ii. I V l_/S„ ^,1 ; •, ^ V ' 
Financial Status: I = Secure ' 2= Avera^ 

the  i Jo fp^ ' r i ^hr  i io ido^  
Health: I = Excellent 2 = Good 

3 = Fair 4 = Poor 

Have you or someone else close to you ever experienced a life-threatening illness or 
event? If so, briefly explain what it was: 

Have you ever been asked to complete an advance directive or living will? 
no yes don't know 

Do you have an advance directive or living will? 
no yes don't know 
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Directions 

We are interested in what you think are the important questions a person should ask 
herself/himself in making a decision about the end of life. 

We ask that you read a story and then answer the items that follow. 

Following each story you will see three choices that indicate a decision about what should 
be done. Please fill in the box that corresponds to your decision. 

Then you will see a list of 14 statements that a person might consider in making their 
decision. Read one statement at a time and decide how important it is to you in 
making your decision. 

There are fiJe bows ^ifore^ekch statement.^ ^ [ ' J ^ ' Cr ' ' ^' 

Mark the bo^und^ GRll^vtTUfy th^ th^the!jtere i^of iinpor^ce in your 
decision and if it concerns an issue that would make a big difference. 

r e n r o ( i u " ^ u 3 n  
Mark the^x under^UCH if^the'iteni is an issue that you think people sffourd^be aware 
of in making a decision and it concerns an issue that would make a difference but not as 

or  in  pan  may  oe  g i ' a iueLi  d\  
Mark the box undec SQ^ iTth^ ^t^ i^someAing yp^a^a^urbut is not the 
deciding factor in your decision. I " ' CT 

Mark the box under LITTLE if the item is not very important in making your decision. 

Mark the box under NO if the item does not make sense to you or you think it is 
foolish to consider in making your decision. 
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Code MODIFIED DEFINING ISSUES TEST 
SCENARIO B 

Mrs. B is a young woman who has had a disease for the past ten years in which she is able 
only to control her right arm and facial muscles. Muscle cramps and arthritis have caused 
her to be in on-going pain. Recently her husband died and she was placed in a nursing 
home. After admission, Mrs. B requested that she be allowed not to eat and that while 
she died of starvation, that she be given nursing care and adequate pain medication. If 
you were Mrs. B, what option would you prefer that the health care team follow; 
(please check one) 

• Should allow me to starve • Should not allow me to starve • Can't decide 

Rate the importance of each of the following statements in making your decision by 
placing an X in the appropriate box for each item. 

Great M^h-tSome ^ Little j No ̂  - i In Making my decision about being allowed to die 
X ; < ; J 1 1 '.L .V, i 1 ofstah^onitistm^rtantito^coh^ier': 

• D ^ G 1 *4)' WFiat my wfshe^^ L ) i 1 1 * i 
• D D . n . D 2. , What.is best for both me and my family. 

Sreg )rcg iL ig iu9 i  n i  
• EJ Ll • Q 4. What is best for society. 

n \ 1 Q ̂  i f D f ^ iDi n ^ 5:1 Ifilaws haveWright to force nnei to live ordie. V V 1 i i. L * 7 ! Ml 1 ' •' ( ! i • ; I • 1 ! -• _ 1 t ; ! i i V i i . . 
• • • • 

l I ' R  

• 6. My personal values'T' 
• - -1  ̂ ] 

• • • 
• 

l I ' R  y r 
i T.-

IRthere is a'fugher Valw tFiat tells me what 1 
ought to do. 

• • • • • 8. My best interests. 

• • • • • 9. If the way I died was acceptable to others. 

• • • • • 10. My family's wishes. 

• • • • • 11. If there is a law against helping me to end my 
life. 

• • • • • 12. If society's ideas are the best rules. 

• • • • • 13. If the uniqueness of my situation should be 
considered regardless of what society thinks. 

• • • • • 14. If God or some other higher principle should 
dictate when I die. 
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Code SCENARIO X 
Mr. X is a middle aged man whose heart stopped during an operation. The doctor was 

able to restart Mr. X's heart but Mr. X is now unconscious. Mr. X was placed on a 
breathing machine and given food and fluids through a tube placed into Mr. X's stomach. 
After 3 days, the doctors concluded that Mr. X would not recover. Mr. and Mrs X. had 
never discussed what they would want done if either of them became unconscious. They 
ask Mrs. X if she would agree to removing the breathing machine and tube feeding and 
allow Mr. X to die. If you were Mrs. X would you agree with the doctor's wishes : 
(please check one) 

• I would agree • I would not agree • Can't decide 
Rate the importance of each of the following statements in making your decision by 
placing an X in the appropriate box for each item. 

Great Much Some Little No In making my decision about whether I should 
allow my spouse to die it is important to consider: 

• matBriail wtoi>fw>p} righted. 
• • ̂  D • n , 2. What my spouse would do for me if I were in 

Rcoucs i s  to r^T^ '^K^ 'pn- i s s ion  t o r  
• • • ̂ • 3. ^ If it is only natural for me not to want my 

reiircKluctioji of in 
• 0 • • U 4. If I will be committing murder. 

1R) 1 tP 01^1 n Lift 
^ live or die. 

• • • 

I. 1 i. L%i: ) V r  
•\ 1 -J 

sWhatiray basic walues^teil me to do. 
I ^ 1 i r i i 'v. .' 1 i ; . 

• • • • • * 7. Higher values. 

• • • • • 8. My best interests. 

• • • • • 9. If I am doing what's best for me and my 
spouse. 

• • • • • 10. What is the kindest/cruelest thing to do. 

• • • • • 11. Supporting society's views in the matter. 

• • • • • 12. One's right to life or death regardless of the 
law. 

• • • • • 13. If laws may be interfering with basic rights. 

• • • • • 14. If there is a higher principle that tells me what 
I ought to do. 
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Code No. 

MORAL DEFINING ISSUES TEST 
OPEN ENDED QUESTION 

Is there anything else that you might consider in making a decision about what 
should be done at the end of life? 

T h i s  m a t e r i a l  i s  c o p \  r i i : i i t e d .  
i ^ 

ReuLieNiS  fo r  pen i i iNSi iMi  fu r  
A 1 

M ; i " o d u C i i o n  o f  t h i s  ; n > [ i i u u c i n  i n  
I 

i v ^ i e  o r  i n  p a r t  n i a \ '  b e  ^ i ' a i i i e i J  b ) '  

d i e  e o p s  r i i i h l  h n l d e i ' .  
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Code No. 

DESIRED END OF LIFE TREATMENT FORM 

Directions: Read situation A. Decide if you would WANT, DO NOT WANT OR are 
UNDECIDED for each item numbered I, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Place an X in the column to 
indicate your choice 

SITUATION A: YOU ARE IN AN UNCONSCIOUS STATE IN 
WHICH YOU ARE UNABLE TO RESPOND OR TALK, AND 
THERE IS LITTLE HOPE OF RECOVERY. 

This niarericil 
I. CARDIOPULMONARY 

When the-hearthas stopped,^the use^of ^ 
drugs, electric shock to start the heart , 

machine 

I WANT I DO NOT 
_WANT 

UNDECIDED 

This niarericil 
I. CARDIOPULMONARY 

When the-hearthas stopped,^the use^of ^ 
drugs, electric shock to start the heart , 

machine 

J . ) V 

i y v  1  i 
i 

I ll i '"t 

•' i V i j ; 

: i i s m ( ) ]  

1  n ^ i r u i  

1 i i' • : • 5 i. ^ 

1 1 • i I 1 i 

i\" ilME(GHANi€Ai 11 D ll Ft 
BREATHING 

1 When breathing isjcfifficult.OTiWhen \ 
lu .u- u f • \j breathing has stopped, a tube is placed 

into the lungs and a machine forces air 
in and out 

n i a \ -

* -1 / > - r 
i  1 1 1  

D e  i z f c  

h v M d e i  

i i i C L i  

3. MAJOR SURGERY 
High risk of surgery in which the 
outcome is unknown 

4. NUTRITION AND FLUIDS 
Where nutrition and fluids are given 
through a tube placed in the stomach 

5. ANTIBIOTICS 
Drugs given to fight infection 
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Code No. 

DESIRED END OF LIFE TREATMENT FORM 

Directions: Read situation B. Decide if you would WANT, DO NOT WANT OR are 
UNDECIDED for each item numbered I, 2, 3,4, and 5. Place an X in the column to 
indicate your choice 

SITUATION B: YOU HAVE A TERMINAL ILLNESS IN WHICH 
NOTHING CAN BE DONE. COMFORT CARE WILL BE 
PROVIDED. 

This  mate r i a l  
I WANT 
IS r i ^  

I DO NOT. UNDECIDED 
t e r i  

| l .  CARDIOPULMONARY^^ 
1  R E & U ^ € ^ i x r 6 N : S  i O l  

When the heart has stopped, the use of 
dru^cle(|ti:i^sho^l|tO'St«YVthe hearty | 
beatrng, and the use oraWeathing 
macliine i 

IJL. 1 i i 

i 1 1  • 1 
l i i i S  1  

-r i . T • 

i s s i o n  

n s t r u r  

f o i -

i. t A - 1 A 

1  ^  N . J  *  ^  4  •  
vv i i V '  1 V M i 1 i I,/ C I  i L 

2. MECHANICAL i 
BREATHING^ 

When breathing is*^<fiffieultW when • 
breathing has stopped, a tube is placed 
into the lungs and a machine forces air 
in and out 

i  i i  CL V 

•"J ' 1 ' 
1 ^ 111 1 i o l d e r  

1 i C V .  

3. MAJOR SURGERY 
High risk of surgery in which the 
outcome is unknown 

4. NUTRITION AND FLUIDS 
Where nutrition and fluids are given 
through a tube placed in the stomach 

5. ANTIBIOTICS 
Drugs given to fight infection 
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Code No. 

DESIRED END OF LIFE TREATMENT FORM 

Directions: Read situation C. Decide if you would WANT, DO NOT WANT OR are 
UNDECIDED for each item numbered 1, 2, 3,4, and 5. Place an X in the column to 
indicate your choice 

SITUATION C: YOU HAVE AN ILLNESS WHERE YOU ARE 
LOSING YOUR MENTAL ABILITIES. YOU ARE DEPENDENT 
ON OTHERS FOR YOUR PHYSICAL SAFETY AND YOU CAN 
NOT RECOGNIZE YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS. 

This niateriu.! 
1. CARDIOPULMONARY,. 

REs(uKiir̂ x|ô S roi 
When the heart has stopped, the use of 

beatmg and the^se of^ breathing 
machine ^ ^ 

I WANT 
1 < i ! 

I DO NOT 
^XWANOrh.  

UNDECIDED 
U ^ i 
1 5 This niateriu.! 

1. CARDIOPULMONARY,. 
REs(uKiir̂ x|ô S roi 

When the heart has stopped, the use of 

beatmg and the^se of^ breathing 
machine ^ ^ i ' 

a.
 

)
 

...
. J 

This niateriu.! 
1. CARDIOPULMONARY,. 

REs(uKiir̂ x|ô S roi 
When the heart has stopped, the use of 

beatmg and the^se of^ breathing 
machine ^ ^ 

pL i 1 i 
k 

" t h i s  i  i. X i x ^ ' Jl nstrun 
i ' 

a.
 

)
 

...
. J 

i . ^  ̂ i iycHANicAi:  ̂  ^  ^  
BREATHING^ — 

When breathing i^c^ffi^lt'or^heii V ; 
breathing has stopped, a tube is placed 
into the lungs and a machine forces air 
in and out 

1 i i ul V 

1 . 1 
'iizni i lojder. 

L' N 

3. MAJOR SURGERY 
High risk of surgery in which the 
outcome is unknown 

4. NUTRITION AND FLUIDS 
Where nutrition and fluids are given 
through a tube placed in the stomach 

5. ANTIBIOTICS 
Drugs given to fight infection 
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Code No. 

Self-Transcendence Scale 

DIRECTIONS: Please indicate the extent to which each item below describes you. There arc no ri<»ht 
or wrong answers. I am interested in your frank opinion. As you respond to each item, think of how 
you see yourself at this time of vour life. Circle the number that is the best response for you. 

AT TEilS TIME OF MY LIFE, 
I SEE MYSELF AS: 

NOT AT VERY VERY 
-ALL- LITTLE SOMEWHAT MUCH 

1. Having hobbies or interests I 
can enjoy. 

1 2 3 4 

2. Accepting myself as I grow older. 1 2 3 4 

3. Being involved with other people 
or my community when possible. 

I 2 3 4 

4. 'material' is copyrighted. 4 

5. Adjusting to the chai^^^^v^Yl p< 
physical abiUties. ^' sts for permission for 4 

6. SiA SL"!s. ion of this instrument in 
7. 

8. 

Finding me3^nhoi@sor ui Dart' mav be granted by 
experiences. JT ^ O -/ 

Helping younger people or 0̂ 50 COPVrisllt feolclĉ . ^ 
m some way. ^ ^ 

9. Having an interest in continuing 
to leam about things. 

1 2 3 4 

10. Putting aside some things that I 
once thought were so important. 

1 2 3 4 

11. Accepting death as a pan of life. 1 2 3 4 

12. Finding meaning in my spiritual 
beliefs. 

1 2 3 4 

13. Letting others help me when I may 
need it. 

1 2 3 4 

14. Enjoying my pace of life. 1 2 3 4 

15. Dwelling on my past unmet dreams 
or goals. 

1 .2 3 4 

Thank you very much for completing these questions. Please feel free to list below or on ^e back any 
other issues that are important to you at this time of your life that were not listed above. 

« Reed, 1987 
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APPENDIX B 

INFORMED CONSENT AND DIRECTIONS 



Mor S--I'r 'rS 0"? = CSMr-i FPCn IJH Mursin3 Dean TO irZCfl""!" P. 02 

ARIZONA. 
THE UNivtRsmr Of 

Human bubjccis Comimucc I Pi2 E Mjbi'l Ni PO box2+5lJ7 HEALTH SOENCES QNTER Tuison. Animu )7 
OiO) 

18 March 1998 

Ilerxe Decker, M.S. 
c/o Pamela Reed, Ph.D. 
College of Nursing 
PO BOX 210203 

RE: MORAL RSASONING, SELF-TRANSCENDENCE, AND END-0?-I,IFS DECISIONS 
IN A GROUP OF COMMUNITY DWELLING ELDBES-^ 

We have received •• documents concerning your above referenced 
project. Regulations published by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services [45 CFR Part 46.101 (b) (2)] exempt this type of 
research from revi«w by ovir Committee. 

Please be advised that claarsnce from official authoritiaa for 
•Ita(s) where proposed research is to be conducted auat be obtained 
prior to perfoxaanca o£ this study. 

Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, pleaoc contact this office. 

Sincerely, 

William F Denny, M.D. 
Chairman 
Human Subjects Committee 

WFD:j s 
cc: Department/College Review Committee 

Dear Ms. Decker: 

TOTAL P.32 
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DIRECTIONS 
Oral Explanation 

My name is Ilene Decker. I am a nurse and a graduate student at the University of 

Arizona College of Nursing. I am conducting a nursing study on how adults make 

decisions about health care that they may or may not desire at the end of life. I am 

interested in having adults age 65 and over participate in this study. 

Your participation is on a voluntary basis and you can withdraw at any time 

without having to explain why. There are no known risks. Any information that you give 

will be confidential and your name will not appear on any of the questionnaires. Only 

myself, my research assistant and the faculty members on my research committee at the 

College of Nursing will see people's responses. 

If you agree to participate, I will ask you to read and sign an informed consent. 

Then I will ask you to do the following: 

1. Answer some questions about your general background and health; 

2. Read some examples of end-of-life situations and answer questions on 

what kind of health care approach you would prefer and answer some 

questions about the importance of certain factors in making your decision; 

3. Answer some questions about your views about your life at this time. 

These questions are listed in a packet that should take no more than 45 minutes to 

complete. These questions are designed to get your opinion; there are no right or wrong 

answers. I will be glad to answer any questions you have about the study at any time. 

Do you have any questions at this time? 
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER 
SUBJECT'S CONSENT FORM 

MORAL REASONING, SELF-TRANSCENDENCE, AND END-OF-LIFE DECISIONS 
IN A GROUP OF COMMUNITY DWELLING ELDERS 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERL^L TO ENSURE THAT 
I AM INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND HOW I 
WILL PARHCIPATE IN IT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM 
WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY 
CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED 
CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I 
CAN KNOW THE NATURE OF THE RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN 
DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED 
MANNER. 

PURPOSE 

I am being invited to voluntarily participate in the above-titled research project. The 
purpose of the project is to explore how elders make health care decisions about what 
they may or may not desire at the end of life. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 

I am being invited to participate in this study because I am a 65 years or older and live 
independently or semi-independently in the community. I consider myself to be healthy 
and am able to attend to my personal care. I do not suffer from any profound cognitive or 
disabling physical impairments. I am able to understand and speak English as well as 
read and understand the questionnaires. Approximately 200 subjects will be enrolled in 
this study. 

PROCEDURES 

If I agree to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following; 

I will be asked to meet Ilene Decker, who is conducting this research, at an agreed upon 
community center. I will be given a verbal and written explanation of the research study. 
I will then be asked to complete 4 different questionnaires. These questionnaires are 
entitled 1) the Demographic/Health Related Questionnaire, 2) the Moral Defining Issues 
Test, 3) the Desired End-of-Life Treatment Form, and 4) the Self-Transcendence Scale. 
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It will take approximately 45 minutes to complete these questionnaires in a quiet 
comfortable location at a community center. 

RISKS 

The risks associated with this study are that I may become aware of some feelings or 
ideas that I have not openly discussed. In addition, I may feel upset about discussing end-
of-life issues. However, study personnel can provide referral to community services that 
may help me with this. 

BENEFITS 

The benefits associated with this study are that I may learn something about myself 
through the questionnaires focused on life perspectives and end-of-life decisions. 
Although there are no other direct benefits to me, the possible benefits of my participation 
in this research are to help nurses understand the choices patients may make about their 
care at the end of life in order to better facilitate the difficult choices that will inevitably 
confront most people at the end of life. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All information associated with this study will be held in confidence and only Ilene 
Decker and Dr. Pamela Reed will have access to the information. Each subject will be 
assigned a number, and that number will be on all documents rather than his/her name. 
Only Ilene Decker and Dr. Pamela Reed will know the identity of the subject. 

PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 

There will be no cost for me to participate in this study except for a time commitment of 
approximately 45 minutes. I understand that I will not be compensated for my 
participation. 

I can obtain further information from Ilene Decker or Dr. Pamela Reed at (520) 626-6151. 
If I have any questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may call the Human 
Subjects committee office at (520) 626-6721. 

AUTHORIZATION 

BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, 
INCONVENIENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME 
AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MAY 
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ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND THAT I AM FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM 
THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD FEELINGS. MY 
PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE INVESTIGATOR 
FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION 
DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT MY 
WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE GIVEN 
TO ME AS rr BECOMES AVAILABLE. I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS CONSENT 
FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS 
COMMITTEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
(ILENE DECKER), OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF NURSING. I UNDERSTAND THAT I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL 
RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM 
WILL BE GIVEN TO ME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

Parent/Legal Guardian Signature (if necessary) Date 

Witness (if necessary Date 

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 

I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify 
that to the best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands 
clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and 
his/her signature is legally valid. A medical problem or language or educational barrier 
has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of Investigator Date 
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